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PREFACE 

_.\!.', This report summarizes the results of an experiment focused toward the 

detection of voids beneath CRCP, and developing the grouting operation to 

fill these voids. 

This is the third in a series of reports that describe the work done in 

Research Project 3-8-79-249, "Implementation of Rigid Pavement Overlay and 

Design System." The project is supervised by Dr. B. Frank MCCullough, 

Professor of civil Engineering, and is being conducted at the Center for 

Transportation Research, The University of Texas at Austin, as part of the 

Cooperative Highway Research Program sponsored by the Texas State Department 

of Highways and Public Transportation and the Federal Highway Administration. 

Thanks are expressed to Victor Torres-Verdin and Jeff Kessel for their 

cooperation in correcting the preliminary review copy of this report. 

Graditude 1S also expressed to Gerald Peck at the Texas SDHPT for his 

excellent comments. 

Francisco Torres 

B. Frank MCCullough 
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ABSTRACT 

In recent years, it has been found that one of the most significant 

factors in the reduction of the life of concrete pavements is the presence of 

voids beneath the slab. In the design of pavements, it is assumed that there 

1S a full support through the length of the pavement. When a void develops, 

this assumption is no longer valid. Studies presented in the report 

illustrate increasing void size results in a significant increase 1n the slab 

stress. Also with increasing void size, tamdem axle loads have a very 

significant increase in stress. Thus, the combination of existing voids and 

increasing tandem loads results in significant pavement life reduction. 

Based on information collected from an experiment performed at Victoria, 

Texas, 1n 1981 on a CRCP, this report 1S intended to establish a procedure 

which provides the optimum method for detecting voids and a grouting 

operation to fill them. In this respect, var10US alternatives involving 

field observation of pump1ng and several combinations of deflection 

measurements recorded by means of the Dynaflect device were evaluated. Among 

these, it was found that the optimum results are obtained with a combination 

of field observation of pumping, and a normalized version of the deflections 

measurements recorded with sensor 1 and sensor 5 of the Dynaflect device. 

Using discriminant analysis, an equation was obtained to weight the different 

variables involved in the alternative. 

Two overlay designs were performed using the RPRDSI computer program. 

One considerated grout injection prior to overlay, and the other assumed no 

improvements to the original pavement. From both designs, it was found for 

vii 
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the Victoria section that grouting would represent a reduction in the total 

net present value of the optimal design strategy of about 13 percent. 

Other relevant results that were found are: 

(1) The 
when 
edge. 

highest sensitivity for void detection purposes is obtained 
the deflection measurements are recorded at one foot from the 

(2) In most of the cases, it was observed that the development of voids 
occurs close to the edge of the pavement. 

(3) The optimum benefits for the pavement are obtained when the grout 
is pumped just beneath the slab. 

(4) The success of the grouting operation is a direct function of the 
percentage of voids filled. 

~EYWORDS: Continuously reinforced concrete pavement (CRCP), void detection, 

grouting operation, Dynaflect, pumping, normalized Dynaflect 

deflection, discriminant analysis. 



SUMMARY 

This report presents the results of an experiment and a theoretical 

analysis to determine the optimum procedure for detecting voids beneath 

continuously reinforced concrete pavement and filling them by grouting. 

First, a discussion of void effect and an evaluation of the effectiveness of 

the existing techniques for void detection and grouting operation are 

discussed. Based on the analysis of the results obtained from the experiment, 

a procedure to carry out a grouting project is proposed. 

Finally, an evaluation of the grouting operation performed several years 

ago at the Columbus and Fairfield projects on IHlO and IH4S, respectively is 

presented. 

ix 
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IMPLEMENTATION STATEMENT 

Results from this study indicate that voids underneath CRC pavements can 

be successfully detected and filled. After an evaluation of several 

alternatives, one that provides a procedure that could be used in the 

preventive maintenance of the pavement sections analyzed in this report was 

selected. 

In a more detailed study, the findings developed in this study could be 

used to perform a statewide experiment to evaluate the effectiveness and 

feasibility of the grouting operation. 

Finally, adoption of this technique of void detection and grouting would 

represent a more economical option for restoring the initial condition to the 

pavement than an overlay procedure does. 

xi 
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CHAPTER 1. EVALUATION OF THE GROUTING PROCESS TO FILL VOIDS 
UNDERNEATH CONTINUOUSLY REINFORCED CONCRETE PAVEMENTS 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, it has been found that one of the most significant 

factors in the reduction of the life of concrete pavements is the presence of 

voids beneath the slab. In the design of pavements, it is assumed that there 

~s uniform support from the underlying material, but when a void develops 

beneath the pavement this assumption is no longer valid. As a result of 

the void, the stress level in a pavement increases significantly, and, thus, 

the fatigue life of the pavement is considerably reduced. 

In order to understand the problem, the reader must keep in mind that a 

void does not necessarily imply a large hole beneath the pavement. For 

-1 
example, a gap of 0.050 in. (1.27 x 10 cm) between the slab and the subbase 

will allow sufficient deflection in the pavement to significantly increase 

stress. Voids can develop in a number of ways, but the most important 

factors creating void conditions beneath concrete pavements are 

(1) erosion and pumping of the subbase material, 

(2) differential soil movements developed by swelling or settlement 
action, and 

(3) mudjacking, which causes the pavement to raise excessively, thus 
producing a high point with a void on each side. 

1 
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NEED FOR STUDY IN TEXAS 

The first step from an engineering standpoint is detection of the voids 

prior to development of a condition that is detrimental to the pavement. 

Over the past few years, a number of different methods have been proposed for 

investigation, including the use of density measuring equipment, vibratory 

equipment, deflection measuring equipment (Ref 3), infrared thermography 

(Ref 8), radioactive tracers (Ref 1), and visual observation of distress 

manifestations, such as pumping (Ref 3). 

In addition to detecting the voids, it is necessary to fill them in some 

way. In recent years, a variety of grout mixtures has been used successfully 

for undersealing and slab jacking. 

For a successful application, an undersealing grout must be fluid enough 

to flow into very small voids, and yet develop adequate strength and 

durability properties. The use of nonsanded grout has generally been found 

to provide good flow characteristics during pumping, especially where the 

voids are very thin and discontinuous in nature. Some states, such as 

Georgia, Illinois, and Mississippi, have developed methods for undersealing 

CRC pavements with cement grout (Ref 7). The method that Mississippi has 

applied with some success has been used by the Texas State Department of 

Highways and Public Transportation (SDHPT) on both an experimental and a 

contract basis. In relation to this, representatives from the Highway 

Design Division, the Research and Development Section of the Transportation 

Planning Division, and the Safety and Maintenance Division, along with Center 

for Transportation Research representatives, met to explore methods that 

cOli~d provide optimum results from detecting and filling voids beneath eRC 

pavement. As a result of several conferences, it was decided that a study 

should be developed in two parts. The first objective would be to evaluate 
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several alternative methods of detecting the voids beneath the CRCP. The 

second overall objective would be to evaluate the capabilities for 

undersealing the pavement and the long-term performance of pavements that 

were undersealed. 

Regarding the first objective, a contract was prepared for a 0.47-mile 

(0.76-km) project on Interstate 10 in District 13 and a 0.47-mile (0.76-km) 

project on Interstate 45 in District 17. Since it was not practical to 

evaluate the entire length of the projects being undersealed, the decision to 

select two 2500-foot (762-m) test sections on each project was made. The 

basic criteria for choice of these sections were minimal grade changes along 

the 2500 feet (762 m), uniform soil conditions, and uniform cross section. 

Test sections to meet these criteria were selected through a joint inspection 

by representatives of the SDRPT and the Center for Transportation Research. 

The locations of the test sections on IR-IO and IR-45 are shown in 

Fig 1.1. As may be seen, one section is east of Columbus, Texas, and one 1S 

south of Fairfield, Texas. A cross section of the pavement structures on IR-

10 consisted of 8 inches (20.32 cm) of CRCP and 6 inches (15.24 cm) of 

cement-stabilized base. The project on IR-45 had a cross section consisting 

of 8 inches (20.32 cm) of CRCP on a 4-inch (10.16-cm) asphalt-stabilized 

base. 

For void detection purposes, the methods evaluated were deflection 

techniques, use of vibratory equipment, and visual survey. After application 

of the procedures, an experiment was designed for a field investigation to 

determine if voids existed in the area predicted by the various procedures. 

From the results obtained in this study (Ref 3), it was concluded that 

deflection techniques can be used successfully to predict the presence of 

voids beneath the CRC pavements. In these instances, the Dynaflect was used 
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successfully. The use of condition surveys, e.g., uS1ng pump1ng as an 

indicator, indicated that the probability of successfully locating a void was 

only 50 percent. Finally, in relation to the vibratory equipment, it was 

found that the measurements obtained were inconsistent and no patterns 

appeared. Therefore, it was decided that using the vibratory equipment was 

not a feasible method for selecting voids beneath concrete pavements. 

Based on these results, it was decided to follow up 1n a more detailed 

way the method proposed for void detection as well as the grouting process 

that should be utilized to fill those voids. For these purposes, the 

representatives from the SDHPT and the Center for Transportation Research 

met together to select the section that best fulfilled the requirements for 

such an experiment. After analyzing condition surveys and deflection 

measurements for several projects, the one located on Highway US-59 about ten 

miles northeast of Victoria, Texas, was selected. The area shows considerable 

evidence of pumping and distress in the form of punchouts. The basic decision 

to select a 1000-ft (304-m) test section that is typical of the average 

conditions for the project was made. The cross section of the pavement 

consisted of 3 inches (20.24 cm) CRC pavement on a 6-inch (15.31-cm) cement-

treated base which extends into the shoulder area. A map showing the 

location of the test section is presented in Fig 1.2. 

OBJECTIVES OF STUDY 

The general objective of this study is to ascertain the feasibility of 

detecting voids beneath concrete pavements as well as analyzing the influence 

of the grouting process used to fill the vpids. Specifically, the objectives 

of this study are (1) to evaluate, in a controlled experiment, the 

feasibility of using the Dynaflect to select the areas with high probability 
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of voids, (2) to analyze the influence the grouting process had on the 

pavement deflection, (3) to make predictions of future performance, and (4) 

to evaluate economic aspects of using the process. 

SCOPE OF REPORT 

In Chapter 2, a theoretical analysis of the effect of a void beneath the 

slab on the performance of the pavement as well as an evaluation of the 

effectiveness of the grouting process is presented. 

Chapter 3 deals with some of the techniques that are currently used for 

void detection and grouting. 

In Chapter 4, a description of the steps involved 1n the development of 

the grouting experiment at Victoria is presented. 

Chapter 5 contains the evaluation of results regarding the effectiveness 

of the grouting depth on deflections, the influence of weather conditions on 

Dynaflect deflections, the technique used for void detection, the grouting 

pressure required to fill voids beneath the pavement, and finally a proposed 

method for void area selection based on the results obtained 1n this 

experiment. 

Chapter 6 presents the performance evaluation by means of Dynaflect 

deflections and Profilometer data on the grouting process used at Fairfield 

and Columbus. 

In Chapter 7 the results are discussed. 

Chapter 8 contains the conclusions and recommendations for a future 

grouting project. 

Finally, in Appendices A and B, the procedure for carrying out a 

grouting operation, and the results of the condition surveys, as well as 

profile data for Columbus and Fairfield projects, are presented. 
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CHAPTER 2. DISCUSSION OF VOID EFFECT AND EVALUATION OF THE 
E~FECTIVENESS OF THE GROUTING OPERATION PROCESS 

One of the important assumptions in designing for CRC pavement is that 

support conditions are good. This emphasizes the need for observing and 

evaluating actual conditions as a guide to preventative maintenance in an 

effort to prevent future pavement distress. This study is concerned with 

pavement performance as affected by voids beneath the pavement and with 

general observations that help define where and how distress occurs when 

voids are present under the pavement. Several observations of both the tops 

and bottom of eRC pavements on Texas highways show that SOme of the 

distress occurring 1n the pavement is due to loss of support under the 

pavement. The distress occurrence rate depends on the traffic frequency, load 

magnitude, and environmental conditions (temperature changes, rain, snow, 

etc.). In addition, the soil support characteristics (swelling, settlement, 

densification, etc.) will influence the distress occurrence rate (Ref 16). 

STUDY SCOPE AND APPROACH 

The presence of voids underneath a pavement is detrimental because of 

the associated loss in support, and the subsequent increase of stresses in 

the slab. In order to solve for the stresses 1n the slab due to the existence 

of voids beneath the pavement, the SLAB 49 computer program was used (Ref 9). 

This program 1S a discrete element analytical technique which solves a 

physical model of the slab consisting of rigid bars connected by elastic 

blocks and supported on appropriate springs to represent the foundation. 

9 
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The method allows for nonlinear input, discontinuities in the slab and 

the subgrade, and varying support in the subgrade. The model also allows for 

axial loads in the slab similar to those imposed by continuous reinforcement. 

With the SLAB 49 computer program, it is possible knowing the physical 

properties of the slab and the subgrade to directly model the dimension of 

the slab and solve for the respective deflection and stresses. 

To correlate with current design methods, which are based on fatigue 

analysis, the Texas Fatigue Equation for PCC pavements was selected as the 

fatigue model. 

For the analysis presented below, three void sizes were selected and a 

rectangular configuration was assumed. The simulation for the SLAB 49 

computer program of the conditions incurred when a void existed beneath the 

pavement was done by reducing the K-values of the subbase and subgrade. This 

was done because whenever a void existed, a reduction in the support 

conditions of the slab is experimented. For most cases, a k-value equal to 

100 pci was assumed. However, in one case the k-value was changed to 300 PC1 

to account for the effect of increasing subgrade support. A summary of the 

values assumed for the parameters in this study is provided in Table 2.1. 

Finally, using the stresses obtained from SLAB 49, the fatigue life for 

various conditions was computed using the fatigue equation developed for 

Texas (Ref 17). The model is given by the expression: 

N 46,000(f/6)3.0 (2.1) 



TABLE 2.1. SUMMARY OF PARAMETER VALUES USED IN THE STUDY 

Parameter 

(1) Slab size 

(2) Void size 

(3) Pavement thickness 

(4) K-value 

(5) Wheel load 

(6) Load position (reckoned 
from center of wheel load) 

(7) Modulus of Elasticity for 
concrete 

(8) Poisson's ratio 

(9) Flexural strength of 
concrete 

Value(s) 

24' x 12' 

2' x 6', 4' X 12', 6' x 18' 

8", 10", 12'1 

100 pci, 300 pci 

IS-kip single axle with 
dual tire 
32-kip tandem axle 

0.5' from edge, 1.5' from 
edge, 2.5' from edge 

5,000,000 psi 

0.20 

650 psi 

11 
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where 

N 

f 

s 

= 

= 

= 

Number of load applications to failure 

Flexural strength of concrete (psi); and 

Stress in the concrete (psi). 

PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 

Table 2.2 provides a summary of the stresses obtained from SLAB 49 

Program for various combinations of voids size, load position and pavement 

thickness. In addition, the corresponding values for the number of load 

applications were calculated using the Texas Fatigue Model mentioned earlier. 

Analyzing Table 2.2, it can be observed that the closer the load is from the 

edge, the greater the stress in the slab is (as stated in Westergard's theory 

the optimum condition for the slab is at the center). In addition, it can 

also be noticed that as the slab increases in thickness, thE~ stress 1n the 

slab decreases whereas the reverse happens when the size of the void 1S 

increased. 

Because the study was also aimed to determine the effect of the k-value 

and the wheel configuration, the stresses for a different k-·value and wheel 

load were likewise obtained and the results are summarized in Table 2.3. By 

examining the data given in the two tables, the relationship between fatigue 

life and each of the factors included in this study become re~ldily apparent. 

In order to show the relationship more clearly, several plots of the 

data presented in Tables 2.2 and 2.3 were constructed. A brief discussion of 

these relationships is given in the succeeding section. 



Thickness 
. ) 

8 

10 

12 

NOTE: k = 

N = 

TABLE 2.2. SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR VARIOUS COMBINATIONS OF THICKNESS, 
VOID SIZE, AND LOAD POSITION 

Void Size (sq ft) 

Load Position 0 12 48 

(ft from edge) S (psi) N S (psi) N S (psi) N 

0.5 288.0 531.599 340.0 321,128 400.0 197,683 
1.5 249.0 818,276 292.0 506,358 356.0 306,039 
2.5 210.0 1,356,315 237.0 955,000 281.0 568,742 

0.5 203.0 1,503,439 234.0 982,157 274.0 614,783 
1.5 177 .0 2,281,993 203.0 1,510,114 238.0 931,178 
2.5 150.0 3,773,142 167.0 2,731,951 197.0 1,662,445 

0.5 153.0 3,541,016 173.0 2,427,181 202.0 1,530,379 
1.5 134.0 5,297,592 151. 0 3,661,883 177 .0 2,281,993 
2.5 114.0 8,639,932 125.0 6,406,271 147.0 3,944,623 

100 114 134 

100 pci 
fatigue life 

Whee1 10ad = 18-kip single-axle 

S (psi) 

460.0 
402.0 
331.0 

317.0 
278.0 
232.0 

234.0 
207.0 
174.0 

156 

108 

N 

129,700 
195,037 
348,033 

396,946 
587,347 

1,011,659 

980,901 
1,432,541 
2,402,145 

t-' 
W 



Wheel k-Va1ue 
Load (pei) 

18-Kip Single 300 

32-Kip Tandem 100 

NOTE: T = 12 in. 

TABLE 2.3. SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR VARIOUS LOADS, 
k-VALUES AND VOID SIZES 

Void Size (sq ft) 

0 12 48 

S (psi) N S (psi) N S (psi) N 

130 5,736,751 153 3,520,240 180 2,176,976 

142 4,393,383 171 2,522,016 221 1,171,955 

Load 0.5 ft from edge 

S (psi) 

207 

276 

108 

N 

1,424,252 

600,204 

t-' 
~ 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

As mentioned previously, the loss of soil support associated with voids 

leads to an increase in slab stresses. Furthermore, as shown in Fig 2.1, the 

stresses increase with increasing void s~ze, but the increase is relatively 

lower for a thicker pavement than for a thinner one. Because of the increase 

in stresses, the fatigue life of the pavement is significantly reduced as 

clearly illustrated in Fig 2.2. As such, the designer is advised to take 

this into account in his design, thus requiring greater thicknesses when 

there is a high probability that voids will occur, such as where differential 

movements are a problem. 

In addition, the position of the wheel load has a significant effect 

because the stresses in the slab are higher nearer the edge than away from 

it. This is confirmed by the program results, and it is, therefore, to be 

expected that the number of load applications nearer the slab edge will be 

relatively lower before the pavement fails (Fig 2.3). 

The effect of increasing the k-value is shown in Fig 2.4. As expected, 

a slab resting on a strong subgrade would provide a better service life than 

one resting on a poor subgrade (k = 100 pci) which correspond to the existing 

conditions when a void exists beneath the pavement. 

Finally, a comparison of the effects of tandem and single axles is shown 

in Fig 2.5. It was found that the stresses generated by the standard 32 kip 

tandem axle load were lower than those generated by the 18 kip single axle 

load for the condition of bno void. This shows that when there ~s full 

subgrade support, a tandem axle does help to reduce the stress level due to a 

heavier load. However, if voids are present, the load distribution effect of 

the tandem axle is lost, and, thus, stresses generated in the slab will 
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0.5 feet from the edge for a soil support value 
K = 100 pci. 
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actually be much higher because of the total load. Hence, the trend toward 

higher tandem-axle loads in the state will result in a more rapid decrease in 

the pavement condition. 

SUMMARY 

Table 2.4 summar1zes the findings made in this study. Basically, the 

results have shown that voids significantly reduce the serV1ce life of 

portland cement concrete pavements. Because of this, it is important for the 

designer to take them into consideration and make allowances for them in his 

design. In addition, future research efforts should probably address the 

question of incorporating the problem of voids into the design procedures to 

reflect actual conditions that are experienced by pavements 1n the field. 

EVALUATION OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE GROUTING OPERATION PROCESS USING 
THEORECTICAL ANALYSIS 

There are several processes for filling voids underneath the pavement, 

with undersea1ing being one of the methods currently used for that purpose. 

In order to evaluate how effective the grouting is in a particular pavement 

section, Dynaf1ect deflections are usually taken before and after the voids 

are filled. Then deflections before the grouting are plotted agai~st 

deflections after the grouting. By inspecting this graph, the efficiency of 

the process for a pavement section can be determined. 

For this purpose a theoretical analysis regarding the efficiency of the 

grouting operation was conducted at the Center for Transportation Research 

(Re f 13). 

Using the results obtained in this study, it was possible to prepare 

Fig 2.6, which compares before and after deflections. Since the distinct void 
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TABLE 2.4. SUMMARY OF FACTORS AFFECTING FATIGUE LIFE OF 
RIGID PAVEMENTS 

Factor 

Void size 

Thickness 

k-value 

Load position 

Wheel configuration 

Effects on Stress 

Increase in stress as 
void size increases 

- Increase in stress as 
thickness decreases 

- Increase in stress as 
k decreases 

- Increase in stress as 
load gets nearer the 
edge 

- Greater stress with 
single axles up to a 
certain void size, 
beyond which greater 
stresses with tandem 
axles 

Effect on Fatigue Life 

Decrease in fatigue life 
as void size increases 

- Decrease in fatigue life 
as thickness decreases 

- Dec rease in fatigue 1 if e 
as k decreases 

- Decrease in fatigue life 
as load gets nearer the 
edge 

- Lesser fatigue life with 
single axles up to a 
certain void size, 
beyond which lesser 
fatigue life with 
tandem axles 
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s~ze were known, the deflection for certain percents of the original void 

areas could be determined and then plotted as shown. It should be noticed 

that all the lines converge at the point ( w ,W ) which is the only point 
o 0 

plotted on the line of equality. This means that the minimum deflection to be 

expected equals W • Furthermore, a closer a line is to the horizontal the 
o 

more effective the undersealing operation. 

After plotting deflections before the grouting against deflections after 

the grouting with the data from the pavement, the approximate percent of void 

area filled could be estimated. Using Fig 2.6, a slope for each condition of 

percent of void area filled can be developed. Note that this table is valid 

for the value assigned to the variables in the analysis. However, results may 

be generalized because of the use of normilized deflections. 

The steps to follow are 

(1) Plot deflections after the undersealing operation versus eflections 
before the process. These data are represented by the dots ~n 

Fig 2.7. 

(2) Fit a regression line (dashed) having its origin ~n the area where 
he greatest concentration of dots on the line of equality (solid) 
exists. These values approximately represent the mean deflection of 
a given pavement section. 

(3) Compute the slope of the dashed line. 

(4) Compare slope to the values shown in Table 2.5 for ~stimating the 
effectiveness of the undersealing operation. 

The reader ~s reminded that the effects of such variables as 

temperature, placement error, and season of the year were neglected to 

facilitate the explanation of this procedure. If adeql~ate data and 

corresponding analysis methods are available, corrections should be made. 



TABLE 2.5. PERCENT OF VOID AREA FILLED AS 
A FUNCTION OF SLOPE, M 

M Percent of Void Area Filled 

LO 0 

0.8 20 

0.6 40 

0.4 60 

0.2 80 

0.0 100 
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CHAPTER 3. EXISTING TECHNIQUES FOR GROUTING 

The grouting process involves the injection by pressure of a cement 

grout mixture beneath the slab and/or subbase to fill voids while 

simultaneously producing a thin layer that should improve deflections and 

resist future pumping action (Ref 7). The cement grout undersealing process 

has become a highly specialized operation requiring specially trained 

personnel and specifically designed equipment. Three basic considerations 

has to be taken into account for successful grouting work: materials, 

equipment, and methods. 

these items are presented. 

In the following sections, current practices for 

MATERIAL 

A variety of grout mixtures have been used for undersealing. For any 

grout mixture to be successful, three important conditions must be fulfilled; 

the grout mixture, during pumping and curing, must be incompressible, 

insoluble, and non-erodible. Early grout slurries utilized top soil, but 

while it was found to reduce pumping and restore the original pavement 

profile, it provided only temporary improvement. 

One important requirement for a grout mixture is that it be fluid enough 

to flow into very small voids. Cement and fine-sand-slurry grout generally 

does not provide flow characteristics during pumping comparable to those of 

non-sand grouts. This is especially true where the voids are very thin and 

discontinuous 1n nature. The cement and sand grout mixtures are best used 

27 
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for the filling of large voids (Ref 7). Mixture compositions used by DOT 

agencies in Georgia, Illinois, and Mississippi are discussed in the following 

sections. 

Georgia DOT 

Fine mixtures currently approved are g1ven in Table 3.1. Actually, 

only mix No 3, consisting of 1 part cement and 3 parts limestone dust (by 

weight of dry materials), 1S used. Flow of the mix 1S also specified, using 

a flow cone (US Army Corps of Engineers Test Method No CRD-C79-58). A flow 

time of 16 to 22 seconds 1S required. It is preferred that the mix have a 

flow time of 16 seconds to facilitate distribution of the grout under the 

slab without excessively lifting it (Ref 7). 

Illiniois DOT 

One 3R (Resurfacing, Restoring, and Restorating) underseal project on 

I-57 used a Type 1 portland cement, aggregate, and 

mixture with the following gradation: 

Sieve Number 

30 

100 

200 

% Passing 

100 

8 - 92 

18 - 82 

limestone-dust grout 

The cement and aggregate were premixed so that an intimate mixture of 

materials was obtained. 

by weight. Regular 

The ratio of cement to lime dust was approximately 

concrete cylinder molds were filled with material and 

tested in compression at various times, giving the results shown in Fig 

3.1. The strength increase curve is similar to that for normal concrete, but 

the values are lower. 



TABLE 3.1. APPROVED GROUT MIXTURES IN GEORGIA: MIX PROPERTIES 
PERCENT BY WEIGHT OF DRY MATERIALS 

Grout Types 

Material 1 2 3 4 5 

Cement 25 25 25 25 100 

Limestone dust 25 75 50 

Fly ash 25 25 

Fine aggregate 50 50 

29 
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MississiEpi 

An implementation package on slab jacking slurries (Ref 14) specifies 

that the proportions of cement to fine sand (by volume) can vary between 

1: 2 and 1: 3. Calcium chloride should be thoroughly premixed 1.n the 

approximate quantity of mixing water required for a predetermined batch size 

before the sand and cement are added. The consistency of the grout should 

produce a minimum time of efflux from the Corps of Engineers flow cone of 

20 seconds. The gradation specification for the fine sand is as follows: 

SIEVE NUMBER 
------~-- -- /, PASSING 

-----~ -----

10 100 

60 40 - 90 
200 0 - 50 

% silt 0 - 25 
"I clay 0 10 - 12 

Additives are available that increase the fluidity of the grout. For 

example, powdered ammonium lignin sulphonate will increase the fluidity of 

the grout without the adding of water. Thus a stronger, denser grout 1.S 

obtained without increasing the cement content (Ref 7). 

EQUIPMENT 

For most projects, the following equipment is used during undersealing: 

(1) Air compressor to drive the pneumatic hammers. 

(2) Pneumatic hammers equipped with drills that will cut 1 to 
holes through the concrete slab and subbase. 

2-inch 

(3) A grout plant that is capable of accurately measuring and 
proportioning by volume or weight and mixing various materials 
composing the grout. The plant should contain a pump capable of 
applying at least 50 to 250 psi at the end of the discharge pipe. 
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(4) A flow cone (if required) with all the necessary components so that 
the consistency of the mixture can be determined. The flow cone 
should conform to the dimensions and other requii:ements of the 
Texas Highway Department Test Method Tex-4lSA. 

(5) Cylindrical wooden plugs or other approved plugs that can 
effectively plug holes until the grout has set. 

(6) Tank truck for water supply. The capacity may vaTY depending on 
the proportion and volume of the mix expected to be pumped per day. 

(7) A device to measure slab lifting during pumping. A Dumpy Level and 
a rod placed on the pavement, or a modified Benkelman Beam may be 
used. 

METHODS 

After an area specified for undersealing has been located, a drilling 

pattern must be developed using appropriate criteria and procedures described 

in the previous chapter. The depth to which the grouting hole should be 

drilled, as well as the distances between holes and from the edges, needs to 

be stated. In the field, the grout crew superintendent, with the approval of 

the field supervisor, may slightly modify the hole drilling patterns for 

pavement grouting if conditions different than the ones considered during the 

hole patterns are found. After the holes are drilled, a discharge hose, 

connected to the pressure grout pump is lowered into the holeB. It should be 

noted that the discharge end of the nozzle should not extend below the lower 

surface of the concrete slab. 

The actual process of pumping grout varies greatly and requ1res close 

inspection by the contractor and the inspector. The purpose of the 

undersealing process is to stabilize the slab by filling exillting voids with 

grout without raising the slab. 

The project specifications should not allow the slab to be lifted more 

than 1/8 inch. There fore, a device to moni tor lift is neCeS!lary so that the 

pumping process can be stopped when the maximum 1S reached. Another factor 
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that 1S used to determine when to cease pump1ng 1S the appearance of grout 

in adjacent holes, joints or cracks. 

After grouting has been completed in anyone hole, the hose is withdrawn 

from that hole and it is plugged immediately. Wooden plugs driven flush with 

the top of the slab may remain in place permanently. Temporary plugs that 

protrude above the top of the slab should not be removed before sufficient 

time has elapsed to permit the grout to set; early removal may result in back 

pressure which will force the grout through the hole. 

stiff grout or an approved concrete mixture (Ref 7). 

After a plug has been 

EXISTING TECHNIQUES FOR VOIDS DETECTION 

From the previous chapter, it 1S apparent that slab voids affect 

pavement life. Thus the purpose of this section is to present some of the 

existing techniques that 

previously, deflection 

may be used for 

testing, use of 

void detection. As mentioned 

vibratory equipment, visual 

observations, infrared thermography, 

among the methods to be considered. 

and use of radioactive tracers are 

The first method proposed is deflection testing, in which the Dynaflect, 

which is standard equipment in Texas, is utilized for measuring the 

deflections in the pavement. The principle of operation involves a cycle 

force generated by a pair of unbalanced flywheels which rotate in opposite 

directions at 480 rpm. This produces a cyclic vertical force of 1,000 lb on 

the loading wheels. The resulting deflections are picked up by the five 

geophones, each 12 in. apart, on the surface of the pavement, as shown in 

Fig 3.2 (Ref 6). 
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Fig 3.2. Dynaflect device currently used as the standard equipment in 
Texas to measure deflections on the pavement. 
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Vibratory equipment has been used by many agenc1es 1n many countries. 

This method consists of applying sinusoidal forces of varying frequency to 

the characteristics of the waves that are propagated. Reference signals from 

the force generator are picked up by a geophone. Average wavelengths are 

calculated for a number of frequencies to produce a "dispersion curve. II These 

measured curves can be compared with theoretical curves that are based on 

elastic theory calculations; dynamic moduli of the various pavement layers 

can then be derived. In this method, it is assumed that, if a void was 

present, a sharp change in the output would be observed. 

Edge pumping can be used as a criterion for visual surveys. Definitions 

of major and minor pumping were discussed 1n Research Report 21-1F, "A 

Performance Survey of Continuously Reinforced Concrete Pavements 1n Texas." 

Primarily, m1nor pumping was denoted by the presence of water stains on the 

edge of the pavement, whereas major pumping was shown by deposits of material 

on the edge. 

In August 1978, at the Fourth Biennial Infrared Information Exchange, 

Holt and Manning presented a paper which demonstrated that infrared 

thermography (IRT) is capable of detecting shallow voids 2 inches below the 

pavement surface. Void detection by means of infrared thermography is based 

on the hypothesis that areas with voids have significantly different surface 

temperatures than areas of solid concrete. In November 1979, at the Balcones 

Research Center at The University of Texas at Austin, a preliminary study to 

through 8 inches of concrete using IRT was conducted (Ref 7). The results 

from this experiment show that a temperature differential corresponding to 

the location of a void beneath the pavement was obtained. 

The radioactive tracer method was used on several experimental projects 

in France to locate voids beneath the pavement. For this method, it 1S 
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necessary to inject marked water to delimit the plane. utilizing a 

radioactive tracer. Once the void is located, its volume can be determined 

from the tracer configuration (Ref 15). 



CHAPTER 4. DESCRIPTION OF THE VICTORIA GROUTING EXPERIMENT 

LOCATING THE TEST SECTION 

The first step involved in the development of this experiment was Texas 

State Department of Highways and Public Transportation and representatives of 

the Center for Transportation Research at The University of Texas at Austin 

met to determine the section at which the experiment would be developed. 

Based on condition surveys and field observations, a section located on 

Highway US-59 about 10 miles northeast of Victoria, Texas, was selected. 

Then, based on Dynaflect deflection measurements taken before the experiment, 

the area was divided into three sections; one with a high probability of 

voids, one with a low probability of voids, 

have voids. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT 

and one which was unlikely to 

The experiment was performed on March 10, 11, and 18, 1981. All of the 

testing was done in the traffic lane; pits were dug at various locations 

along the outside edge of the pavement. This project was set up so that 

observations could be made in pits excavated along the edge of the pavement 

before, during, and after the grouting process. The pits were to be 

excavated at alternate locations prior to the grouting so that some of the 

grouting would be done adjacent to the open pit and the rest would be done in 

about one week later (Fig 4.1). 

37 
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Fig 4.1. Excavation of undisrurbed 
sections one week later. 

Fig 4.2. Breaking the eTB with an 
air hammer. 
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The hole spac1ng was varied, from 3 to 6 feet apart, and holes were 

drilled as close as one foot from the edge of the pavement and as far away 

as the center of the traveled lane (6 feet from the edge). 

To see the influence on the structural capacity of the pavement when the 

grouting is done at different depths, holes were drilled 

(1) through the concrete pavement only, and 

(2) extending through the concrete pavement and the cement treated base 
(sometimes these holes were extended well down into the subgrade 
material). 

Excavation of the observation pits was made by District 13 with a 

backhoe; it was quickly found that the CTB (Cement Treated Base) was too 

hard to be taken out without first breaking it, with an air hammer (Fig 

4.2). Initially the CTB was cut with a pavement breaker; later the personnel 

used a jack hammer mounted on the backhoe. The pits were dug to a depth of 

approximately 22 in. The subgrade material was a clay, blue-green in color 

and quite plastic. There was no evidence of free water, and no water came 

out of the interface between the pavement and the CTB. In several places, 

the face of the excavation was cleaned with a water hose in order to better 

observe evidence of existing voids. Figure 4.3 presents a layout of the 

experiment in which the adjacent excavations as well as the distribution of 

the hole patterns are presented. 

The material used for the grout subsealing was a mixture of portland 

cement and Puzzolan, which was one part portland cement, 3 parts flyash, and 

water to achieve the fluidity equal to a flow cone flux time of 12 to 14 

seconds. The material was mixed in a high speed centrifugal m1xer and placed 

with a Moyno positive displacement pump (Fig 4.4). 
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EXPERIMENT DEVELOPMENT 

Grout injection was begun in an area 1n which neither the Dynaflect 

deflections nor the pumping of fines showed evidence of distress. In this 

area, the injection pressures were immediately in excess of 200 psi, and 

there was no acceptance of grout. The injection holes had been drilled to 

alternate depths as described earlier. As the subsealing operation 

continued, the operations moved into an area in which Dynaflect deflection 

measurements and pump1ng of fines indicated that there was a probability of 

finding voids underneath the pavement. The grout began to flow into the 

holes and shortly exited into the adjacent pit. 

The grout came into the pit at various elevations as follows: 

(1) At rare intervals (particularly where there was an existing 
punchout or when the hole was close to the edge of the pavement), 
grout came out at the interface between the pavement and the CTB 
(shallow hole) (Fig 4.5). 

(2) In some instances, the grout came out at the interface of the CTB 
and the clay subgrade material (deep hole) (Fig 4.6). 

(3) Grout came out in apparent lenses of the subgrade material, 
approximately 6 to 8 inches below the CTB (deep hole). 

When the grout was first injected, the average pressure was usually 

about 150 psi. However, immediately after the grout began to flow, pressures 

quickly dropped into the range of 30 to 60 psi. These measurements were made 

at the pump manifold and do not take into consideration the pressure loss in 

the 50-foot hose line. It is anticipated that the actual injection 

pre~sures were probably 20 psi less (Ref 9). 

In several cases, injection holes were drilled through the concrete 

pavement at a temperature crack. It was not possible to achieve a grout flow 

along these temperature cracks into the pit until a hole had been drilled as 



Fig 4.6. Grout coming out at the interface of CTB and the 
Clay Subgrade material. 

Fig 4.7. Punchout crack going through the CTB. 
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close as 18 in. from the edge of the pavement. The grout then flowed and 

fanned out horizontally about 15 in. on either side of the teulperature crack. 

In general, there was no indication that the temperature cracks propagated 

vertically into the CTB. 

When the punchouts were grouted, one of the holes was found to be only 

through the pavement slab. No flow of grout was achieved; the hole was 

washed and repumped twice with no flow of grout. Eventually, when the hole 

was drilled through the CTB, the grout flowed into the pit from beneath the 

CTB. A hole was then drilled directly into the punchout perimeter crack and 

into the pit at the interface between the pavement and the CTE .. 

After the face of the excavation was cleaned, there W8.S evidence of 

very thin voids at the interface between the slab and the CTB at several 

locations. At one of these, there was quite a bit of sand and shell from 

the shoulder construction that had been drawn into that interface. 

Apparently, this resulted from the pumping action of the free water as 

vehicles passed over the pavement. 

It was also noted that, wherever a punchout existed or was in an early 

stage of development, the punchout crack went through the CTB, down to the 

subgrade (Figs 4.7 and 4.8). 

During the grouting operation, the slabs were continually monitored for 

any lifting. At any time that the vertical movement reached 0.005 feet, the 

pressure was immediately cut off. This monitoring was done "ith a K & E 

Dumpy Level and a rod placed on the pavement. It was noted that in virtually 

every case, as the grout pressure increased, the pavement m.oved vertically 

at the same time. As soon as the amount of rise equaled 0.005 feet, the 

pumping ceased and the pavement quickly receded to about half of that 



Fig 4.8. Punchout crack going 
th rough the en. 
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Fig 4.9. Lenses of grout at the interface between CTB and the Subgrade 
Clay material. 
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distance. Subsequently, over a short period of time, the pavement apparently 

continued to relax and then went back to its original position (Ref 9). 

When pits were excavated in the undisturbed grout areas on March 18, 

lenses of grout generally on the order of 1/4 to 3/8 inch thick were 

observed at the interface between the cement treated base and the subgrade 

clay material (Fig 4.9). In no event were any grout lenses found any deeper 

than this. The grout lenses also extended out into the shoulder beyond the 

2-foot width of the excavation. Again, the lenses were directly beneath the 

CTB. 

Forms Proposed for Data Collection During the Experiment 

The form presented in Fig 4.10 is the data form used to record the 

information for the experiment evaluation. In the upper level of this form 

the identification of the project should be stated in terms of District, 

county, and highway. The location of the experimental section is defined by 

the stations at which the project was done. The existing pavement as well as 

the mix characteristics should be included, specifying the type of material 

and layer thicknesses as well as the proportions of the mix that were 

to fill the voids. 

used 

In the first column of the form, the station numbers of the points at 

next column identifies the depth of the drilled holes, denoted by shallow 

(hole through the pavement slab) or deep (hole through the slab and the 

subbase). The third column indicates when an adjacent pit was excavated for 

observation during the experiment or at a later date. The fourth column is a 

plan view for illustrating the hole pattern used for the experiment, as well 

as the distress manifestations found 1n the sections. The 

manifestations should be identified using the symbols presented 

distress 

at the 

bottom of the form, which include cracking, pumping, punchouts, and patches. 
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DISTRICT COUNTY HIGHWAY 
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Fig 4.10. Form used for data collection during the experiment. 
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The next columns are for recording the continuity found between holes during 

the grouting process; the pressure at which the mix was inj,~cted, in psi; 

the time employed pumping the mix into each hole; the slab behavior, to 

note if the slab raises due to the grouting pressure; and, 

column, any comments or remarks made during the experiment. 

in the last 



CHAPTER 5. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS AND DEVELOPMENT OF PROCEDURE 

RESULTS OF THE GROUTING EXPERIMENT AT VICTORIA 

The evaluation of results was based primarily on Dynaflect deflections 

field observations made during the experiment. For the analysis, different 

combinations of Dynaflect deflections were evaluated. These combinations 

take into account the depth of the drilled holes, the distances from the edge 

at which the holes were drilled, and the positions at which the Dynaflect 

deflections were recorded. Since some of the variables were controlled and 

others were uncontrolled, it was necessary to organize the data in a format 

for analysis. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 present in a factorial format the different 

combinations of Dynaflect deflections that were considered. Table 5.1 shows 

the analysis format for the control sections, where Dynaflect deflections 

were taken in locations where grout was not applied. Table 5.2 considers 

the different combinations of data for sections which were grouted. 

In recent studies performed at the Center for Transportation Research 

(Ref 13), it was observed that the Dynaflect deflection measurements 

recorded at one foot from the edge provided the more reliable information for 

void detection. 

Since the data collected for this experiment also show that the 

deflection measurements at this distance are the most sensitive, the 

subsequent analysis will be essentially based on the deflection measurements 

recorded at approximately one foot from the edge. 
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TABLE 5.1. DIFFERENT COHBINATIONS OF DATA FOR THE SECTIONS WHERE GROUT WAS NOT APPLIED 

VICTORIA GROUTING EXEERIMENT 

Hole Hole Pattern Dynaflect Position 

Depth (Distance from At 1.0' At 3.0' At 6.0' 

the Edge) W, (B) vs W,(A) W, (B) vs WI (A) WI(B) vs WI(A) 

1.5' j 1 j X 

2.0' I I J 

Deep 
3.0' I I x 

4.0' x x X 

6.0' x x x 

I. 5' / I I 
2.0' I J I 

Shallow 
3.0' J x x 

4.0' x x X 

6.0' x x x 

WI (B) - Sensor I 0 ynaf lect Defl ections Before the Ex pe rime nt 
w. (Jl.)_ ~Ane,.... f"\\I ... ,.~I",,,,~ T"\","",,,,~: ___ ,,~~ __ .. L._ ..... - _ .•...• 

• ,."' ............ "". ..." .. YI."". vvllvl.d'VII;) ~IICI IIle C.lI.jJerlmenT 

x - No Analysis Performed (Lack of Data) 

.j - Ana I ysi s Performed 

Hole Pattern (All Positions) i 

At 1.0' At 3.0' At 6.0' 

WI(B) vs WIA) WI(B)vsWI(A) WI(B )vsWI (All 

I ,; J 

r- --- ----I r- - - -, 
• _J I 

I ~--
I I • , I 1- --I / :--I L __ .J L. ___ .J L ___ ~ 

J I J 

VI 
o 
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TABLE 5.2. DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS OF DATA FOR SECTIONS WHERE GROUT WAS APPLIED 

VICTORIA GROUTING EXPERIMENT 

Hole Hole Pot tern D y n a fie c t Pos i t ion 

Depth (Distance from At 1.0' At 3.0' At 6.0' 

the Edge) WdB) vs WI (A) W,(B) VS WI (A) WI(B) vs WI(A) 

1.5' ./ I ./ 

2.0' ./ ./ I 

Deep 
3.0' ./ j x 

4.0' j .j j 

6.0' j .j .j 

I. 5 I j j X 

2.0' .j .j j 

Shallow 3.0' x x x 

4.0' x x x 

6.0' x x x 

w, (B)- Sensor I Dynaflect Deflections Before the Experiment 

WI (A)- Sensor I Dynoflect Deflections After the Experiment 
x - No Analysis Performed (Lack of Data) 

./ - Ana 1 ysis Performed 

Hole Pattern (All Positions) 

At 1.0' At 3.0' At 6.0' 

~(B)vsW/Al W,(B)vs~(A) W1(B)vsW,(A) 

j j ,j 

I I I 

--

V1 ...... 
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Weather and Moisture Influence on Dynaflect Deflections 

In order to evaluate the influence temperature and moisture conditions 

on the dynaflect deflections recorded during the experiment, the following 

analysis was performed. This evaluation mainly consisted of a comparison of 

deflections recorded before and after the experiment in the control section 

where grout was not applied. Figure 5.1 presents the graph of sensor 1 

readings, considering the Dynaflect load at one foot from the edge. The 

solid line represents the equality line, which implies there is no variation 

due to temperature and moisture conditions. Therefore, the slope should be 

equal to one. On the other hand, the dashed line is the linear regression of 

the deflections recorded before and after the experiment. In this case, the 

regression line equation is 

y 0.04 + 0.91x 

A variation of approximately 9 percent due to the effect of 

environmental factors was obtained. Deflection measurements recorded at 3 

and 6 feet from the edge for this project show a small variation. For the 

analysis presented in this chapter, corrections due to temperature or 

moisture conditions are required on Dynaflect deflections. 

Effect of Grouting Depth on Deflection 

The scope of this section is to determine the influence of the grout 

applied at different depths on the pavement structural capacity. The 

evaluation is done by means of the Dynaflect deflections recorded before and 

after the experiment. For this study, one group has been considered for 

each depth to which the holes were drilled. The groups are as follows: 

(1) Shallow hole: the holes that go through the concrete pavement and 
sometimes 2 or 3 in. into the cement treated base (Fig 5.2). 
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Fig 5.1. Influence of weather conditions on Dynaflect deflections. 
Victoria project, US-59, District 13. Regression equation 
is applicable only for the range of data shown. 
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Fig 5.2. Shallow hole pattern. 
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Fig 5.3. Deep hole pattern. 
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(2) Deep hole: the holes that extend through the cement treated base 
(Fig 5.3. Sometimes these holes extended well down into the 
subgrade material.) 

For each one of these groups, a graph plotting Dynaflect deflections 

before and after the grouting was used in the evaluation. Figures 5.4 and 5.5 

esent the graphs for the shallow and the deep hole groups, respectively. 

Analyzing these graphs, it may be concluded that the greatest improvement in 

Dynaflect deflections is obtained when grout is applied using the shallow 

hole pattern. It can be observed that, the net improvement obtained for the 

mean deflection when the grout was applied following the shallow hole pattern 

was 41 percent (Fig 5.4), whereas following the deep hole pattern it was 

only 4 percent (Fig 5.5). Thus, it can be concluded that the grout applied 

just beneath the pavement has the largest influence on the pavement 

structural capacity. The grout applied with the deep hole pattern 1S 

primarily dispersed 1n subgrade fissures and shrinkage cracks and to a 

limited extent fills voids. In this respect, and based on the analysis 

presented in Chapter 2 regarding the effectiveness of the grouting operation, 

it can be said that the improvement obtained in deflections after the grout 

has been applied is directly related to the percent of the void area filled. 

Void Areas Selection 

Prior to the grouting experiment, several areas with various void were 

selected. These sections were chosen based primarily on deflection 

measurements recorded with sensor 1 of the Dynaflect and on pumping 

observations. There was generally a reasonable overlap between the 

deflection and pumping-observation approaches; however, a disagreement did 

appear, in that, in some areas where voids were selected that were selected 

on the basis of high deflections, there was no evidence of pumping. In other 
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cases, where pump1ng was used as an indicator, low deflections were recorded. 

Analyzing the data collected after the experiment, it was found that the 

pumping-observation approach used provided just 60 percent 

was considered an unsatisfactory level for void detection. 

success, which 

Regarding this result, several other strategies involving sensor 4, 

sensor 5, field observation of pumping, and a normalized form of sensor 1 

minus sensor 5 of the Dynaflect device were evaluated. 

Among the combinations considered, the alternative of nonnalizing sensor 

1 minus sensor 5 of the Dynaflect device provides the greate5t sensitivity 

for detecting areas in which voids exist beneath the pavement. Figure 5.6 

presents the frequency distribution of the normalized Dynafleet deflections 

for void detection purposes using the data collected during the experiment. 

In this figure, it can be observed that for deflection measurements 

recorded at about one foot from the edge there is a slight tendency for the 

higher values of normalized Dynaflect deflection to correspond with void 

areas. 

Grouting Pressure 

During the experiment, field observations of the pressure applied in the 

grout injection process were recorded as indicated in Chapter 4. As was 

expected, the pressure required in the case in which the grout: was injected 

(when a void existed) was considerably lower than the case ,mere no voids 

were present. 

Figure 5.7 shows the frequency distribution of the prE!SSUre applied 

during the grouting process, considering both cases. It wan observed that 

whenever the grout was first injected for the void case, thE! pressure was 

usually about 150 psi. However, immediately after the grout began to flow, 

pressures quickly dropped into the range of 30 to 65 psi. On the other hand, 
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for the cases in which no voids existed beneath the pavement, the pressure 

varied from 140 to 185 psi, which means that no injection of grout was 

achieved. 

PROPOSED METHOD FOR VOID AREA SELECTION 

Based on the results obtained from this experiment, an analysis 

procedure has been developed in order to select the optimum procedure for the 

detection of voids beneath the pavement. For this purpose, the analysis is 

presented in three different steps: 

(1) selection of the optimum position for recording the deflection, 

(2) evaluation of alternatives,and 

(3) selection of the most viable strategy. 

Optimum Position for Deflection Measurementsts 

Analyzing the deflection measurements recorded during the experiment, 

were more sensitive for void detection purposes than the ones recorded at any 

other point on the pavement. In order to corroborate this result, a 

theoretical analysis using the SLAB 49 computer program was developed 

(Ref 13). The results of this study are presented in Fig 5.8, which shows the 

effect of void size on the deflection measurement taken at different 

distances from the edge. The graph evaluates the effect for three different 

soil support values, i.e., K = 100 pci, K = 400 pci, and K = 800 pci. 

Studying this graph, it may be noted that the greatest sensitivity of 

Dynaflect deflection is obtained when measurements are taken at 12 in. from 

the edge. No matter what soil support value is considered, the slope of the 

line is greater as the load approaches the pavement edge, and the effect of 

voids is more noticeable in high strength soils. Therefore, according to 

the results obtained in both analyses, it may be concluded that deflection 
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measurements recorded at 12 in. from the edge provide the most reliable 

information for void detection purposes. Of course, temperature corrections 

may be required for measurements near the edge. 

Evaluation of Alternatives 

As was concluded in the previous section, the greatest benefits to the 

pavement's structural capacity are obtained in the case in which the voids 

that exist just beneath the pavement are filled. Therefore, this study will 

be focused on the selection of the strategy that best satisfies this 

condition. 

From the analysis of the data collected during the experiment, several 

options that could fulfill the requirements for void area selection have 

been obtained. In the following analysis, four combinations which were 

considered as being more reliable are evaluated. 

For this purpose, a sample of 98 points, randomly selected, has been 

chosen. This sample consists of 52 cases with voids and 46 cases in which no 

void was found beneath the pavement. 

The sample is described in the table below. The variables that are 

involved in each of the strategies selected are 

Variable Notation 

Strategy I 

Strategy 2 

Strategy 3 

Strategy 4 

NDEF 
WI 
W5 
PUMP 

NDEF 

NDEF 
PUMP 

WI 
W5 
PllMP 

NDEF 

WI 

W5 

PUMP 

Variables Description 

Normalized Dynaflect 
Deflection (WI - W5)/WI 

Deflection recorded by 
means of Sensor I of the 
Dynaflect device 

Deflection recorded by 
means of Sensor 5 of the 
Dynaflect device 

Field observations of 
PUffil i ng 
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The evaluation of each one of these combinations was performed 

considering the following criteria: 

Criterion 1 - Evaluation of the success of the prediction of the total number 
of cases with voids (52). 

Criterion 2 - Evaluation of success on the basis of the numb'~r of void cases 
predicted with each one of the strategies. 

Table 5.3 presents the evaluation of the success of the prediction of 

the total number of cases with voids for the four strategies selected. From 

an overall standpoint, it can be noticed that strategies 1 and 3 have the 

highest percentages of success for detecting voids, with 81.6 and 79.6 

percent, respectively. In Table 5.4 an evaluation considering the total 

number of predictions made for each one of the strategies 1S presented. In 

this case, it may be observed that even though strategies 1 and 2 have the 

greatest number of correct predictions (41 and 39, respectivel.y), the optimum 

percent of success for void prediction purposes is obtained by means of 

strategy 3, with 86.36 percent. Nevertheless, if this table if! evaluated from 

an overall standpoint, then strategies 1 and 3 are again the ones that 

present the highest percentages of success, with 81.6 and 79.6 percent, 

respectively. 

Selection of the Most Viable Strategy 

Evaluating the results obtained for each criterion, it C~ln be determined 

that strategies 1, 2, and 3 are the ones that achieve the highest results. 

Among these, we consider that, for practical purposes, strategy 3 is the one 

that should be selected. This recommendation has been based on the fact that, 

even though strategy 1 shows better results, the amount of variables involved 

represents a more complex analysis for void detection purposes 1n future 



TABLE 5.3. CRITERION 1 - EVALUATION OF THE SUCCESS OF THE 
PREDICTION OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF CASES WITH 
VOIDS 

Case Correct Wrong Total 
Strategy Type Prediction Prediction Cases 

1 
Void cases 41 11 52 

No void cases 39 7 46 

2 Void cases 39 13 52 

No void cases 38 8 46 

Void cases 38 14 52 
3 No void cases 40 6 46 

4 Void cases 35 17 52 

No void cases 40 6 46 

65 

Percent 
of 

Success 

78.8% 

81.6% 

75.0% 

82.6/;' 

73.07% 

86.95% 

67.3% 

86.95% 
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TABLE 5.4. CRITERION 2 - EVALUATION OF SUCCESS ON THE 
BASIS OF THE NUMBER OF VOID CASES PREDlCTED 
BY EACH ONE OF THE STRATEGIES 

Formula Correct Wrong Total 
Strategy Prediction Prediction Prediction Cases 

---

1 Voids 41 7 48 

No Voids 39 11 50 

Voids 39 8 47 
2 No Voids 38 13 51 

Voids 38 6 44 
3 

No Voids 40 14 54 

Voids 35 6 41 
4 No Voids 40 17 57 

Percent 
of 

Success 

85.41% 

78.0 % 

82.97% 

74.50% 

86.36% 

74.07% 

85.36% 

70.17% 
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projects. On the other hand, although the results obtained with strategy 2 

are satisfactory, it is considered that the void prediction based on just one 

variable may not provide accurate results when it will be used in projects 

with different conditions. 

Strategy 3, which has been selected as the more viable for void 

detection, 1S based on two variables: normalized Dynaflect deflections and 

field observations of pumping. In order to assign each variable its 

corresponding weight, a discriminant function analysis was used (Ref 10). The 

equation developed to discriminate between sections with voids and without 

voids is of the form 

where 

z 

Z 

A. = 
1 

z. = 
1 

n 
l: 

i=l 
A. Z. 

1 1 
( i 

discriminant score, 

1, ... , n ) 

weighting coefficients, and 

(5.1) 

standardized values of the n discriminating variable 1n 
the analysis. 

The standardized values are calculated as follows: 

where 

a 

Z. 
x - X 

i i (5.2) 

1 a . 

X. 
1 

X. 
1 

= xi 

Xl 

value of the variable i for the case being classified, 

mean value of the variable 1 , and 

standard deviation for X. 
1 
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Thus, evaluating the normalized Dynaflect deflections and the field 

observations of pump1ng obtained from the experiment using Eq 5.1 the 

discriminant equation for this project is 

Z -0.045 + 0.904ZNDEF + 0.390ZpUMP 
(5.3) 

where 

Z = discriminant score, 

ZNDEF = normalized NDEF (normalized Dynaflect deflection) for a 
specific rocation, and 

ZpUMP = P~P (pumping manifestation) for the same location. 

Thus, if any section of a pavement is evaluated by using the equation 

presented, a discriminant score, or zeta value, is obtained. This zeta value 

indicates if, using the experimental section scores as a guideline, a void 

exists beneath the pavement. In order to simplify the interpretation of the 

discriminant factor, the equation presented above 18 a modified version of 

the discriminant equation so that it is compared to zero rather than to 

+ 0.045. In this way, if Z 1S greater than 0, there 1S a large probability 

that a void exists beneath the pavement. Similarly, for a pavement with 

a Z value smaller than 0 there is a large probability that there is not a 

void beneath it. 

CRITERION FOR DETECTING VOIDS 

According to the discriminant function we have already developed, if Z 

1S greater than zero, that section is a very likely candidate to have a void 

beneath it. Nevertheless, in some cases in which there is a discrepancy 

between the data collected (field observation of pumping and the normalized 
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a void does not exist beneath the pavement although a discriminant value 

greater than 0 has been obtained. 

In order to help understand the discriminant factor, Fig 5.9 represents 

distribution of pavements with and without voids beneath them. Pavements 

located in the "zone of conflict" are pavements for which it is not possible 

to determine if there is a void beneath the pavement. 

From this analysis, it can be concluded that the greater the value of 

zeta, the higher the probability of finding a void beneath the pavement, 

whereas, as the value of zeta decreases, the probability of no void 

increases. 
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CHAPTER 6. CRCP PERFORMANCE BEFORE AND AFTER THE GROUTING PROCESS 
(COLUMBUS AND FAIRFIELD) 

In order to evaluate the influence that the grouting process had in the 

Columbus and Fairfield projects, two criteria were selected; the first one 

and after the grouting process, whereas the second one considers the 

influence of grouting on the roughness of the pavement. 

Since it was not practical to evaluate the entire length of the projects 

being undersealed, the decision to select two 2,500-foot (762-m) test 

sections on each project was made, as shown on Fig 6.1. The basic criteria 

for choosing these sections were minimal grade changes along the 2,500 feet, 

uniform soil conditions, and uniform cross section. 

The limits for the test sections on the respective highways are 

presented in Table 6.1. These limits are shown in terms of both mile posts 

and station numbers. The roadway directions are also shown. 

It 1S important to point out that, since this project was done several 

years ago, the data available in most of the cases do not have the format 

required to accomplish an approachable evaluation of the projects. To 

illustrate this point, only the deflection measurements recorded at 3 feet 

from the edge were available; these cannot be considered to reflect the real 

conditions of the project. As was concluded in Chapter 5, the optimum 

position at which the deflection measurements should be recorded is at one 

foot from the edge, S1nce this position the highest sensitivity 1S obtained 

at this position. 
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TABLE 6.1. LIMITS FOR THE TEST SECTIONS FOR COLUMBUS AND 
FAIRFIELD PROJECTS IN TERMS OF MILE POSTS AND 
STATION NUMBER 

Location 

IH 10 Columbus 

Travel eastbound 

IH 45 Fairfield 

Travel southbound 

Section 

1 

2 

1 

2 

Mile Post 

700.75 to 701.22 

704.6 to 705.1 

191.9 to 191.3 

190.7 to 190.1 

Section 

221+54 to 245+50 

427+50 to 452+49 

577+70 to 552+70 

521+02 to 496+02 

District 13 IH 10 (Columbus) Test Sections 

Test Section Station Grout Applied 

1A 221+50 - 234+00 EBL Yes 

1B 234+00 - 246+50 EBL No 

2A 427+50 - 440+00 EBL Yes 

2B 440+00 - 452+50 EBL No 

District 17 IH 45 (Fairfield) Test Sections 

Test Section Station Grout Applied 

1A 577+70 - 565+20 SBL No 

1B 565+20 - 552+70 SBL Yes 

2A 521+02 - 508+52 SBL No 

2B 508+52 - 496+02 SBL Yes 
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Appendix B presents the data available on the Columbus and Fairfield 

projects regarding condition surveys done before and after the grouting 

operation. Finally, in Appendix C, the summary data obtained using the 

VERTAC computer program (Ref 11), regarding the roughness of the pavements, 

are presented. 

EVALUATION WITH DYNAFLECT DEFLECTIONS 

In regard to the Columbus project (District 13, IH-10), it can be 

observed in Fig 6.2 that an improvement of 93 percent 1n the number of 

deflections recorded before and after the grouting process was achieved. 

Nonetheless, regarding the control section (Fig 6.3), a correction due to 

moisture at the subsurface of approximately 67 percent 1S required. 

Therefore, a net improvement of 26 percent 1n Dynaflect deflections can be 

considered as the benefit to the pavement achieved due to the grout applied 

beneath the pavement. 

Regarding the Fairfield project (District 17, IH-4S), an improvement of 

about 47 percent can be noticed in the deflections recorded before and after 

the grouting process, as shown in Fig 6.4. However, net improvement cannot 

be determined because there was no information available concerning the 

effect of weather conditions on Dynaf1ect deflections for this project. 

EVALUATION WITH PROFILOMETER DATA 

The scope of this section is to evaluate the influence O'f the grouting 

process on pavement roughness. For this purpose, computer program VERTAC 

was used (Ref 11). This program computes various roughness indices from a 

road profile, including the Serviceability Index (SI) used by the Texas State 

Department of Highways and Public Transportation (SDHPT) for Maysmeter 
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calibration. The program judges the pavement's relative roughness at 

different wave lengths. 

Figures 6.5 and 6.6 provide graphs for the Columbus and Fairfield 

projects in which the Serviceability Index (SI) and the wave length (feet) 

of the pavement before and after the grout was applied are plotted. 

Analyzing the results obtained from the VERTAC computer program for both 

the Columbus and Fairfield projects, considering the before and after 

grouting conditions, the following points were noticed: 

(1) A student's t test analysis with a 90 percent confidence 
showed that there was not a significant difference between 
means of the serviceability values obtained before and after 
grouting. 

level 
the 
the 

(2) It was observed that, for a wave length of 20 feet, a decrease in 
the serviceability level of the pavement was produced, possibly due 
to minor lifting of the slab (Figs 6.S and 6.6). 

As can be noticed on these proj ects, the lack of prol:edures and of 

specifications for when a grouting operation is performed may provide 

negative results for the pavement, instead of the benefits I!xpected from a 

grouting operation. 

In order to avoid negative consequences from the grouting operation, the 

following points have to be very carefully considered: 

(1) Special attention should be given to avoiding slab lifting during 
the grouting process. Elevation of the slab should be monitored 
each time the mix is pumped to determine if there are changes. 

(2) The pressure at which the grout is pumped has to be checked. 
of pressure may allow incomplete filling of the void. 

Lack 
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SUMMARY 

In this chapter an evaluation of the grouting process performed on the 

Columbus and Fairfield projects was presented. For this purpose, Dynaflect 

deflection measurements before and after the grouting operation, as well as 

profilometer data using the VERTAC computer program, were utilized. Special 

attention was given to the consequences of grouting without following the 

procedures and specifications required. 
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CHAPTER 7. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

In the previous chapters, several analyses regarding the effect of voids 

beneath the pavement, the experiment carried out on the Victoria project, 

proposed techniques for void detection, and grouting operations, as well as 

the benefits to the pavement obtained from the correct application of these 

techniques, have been analyzed. In addition, an evaluation using Dynaflect 

deflections and profile data on the grouting operation performed several 

years ago on the Columbus and Fairfield projects were included. In this 

section, a discussion of the results and the way in which they were obtained 

1S presented. 

The major question at this point 1S "What are the benefits obtained due 

to the grouting?" 

An analysis can be made regarding the benefits in terms of asphalt 

concrete thickness when an overlay is to be placed. In addition, an economic 

analysis of this approach is made below. 

To determine the benefits obtained when an improvement in deflection is 

achieved, a slope fitting basin program, along with the RPRDS-1 computer 

program (Ref 12), was utilized. 

Based on the average deflection measurements recorded before and after 

the grouting operation, the characterization of the pavement in terms of 

modulus of elasticity was determined using a slope fitting basin computer 

program. 

Since deflections were taken close to the pavement edge both before and 
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after the grout injection, they must be corrected to obtain the equivalent 

deflections for the center of the slab. It must be pointed out that 

deflections at the center of the slab are used to characterize the modulus of 

elasticity of the different pavement layers (Ref 13) . Approximate 

corrections factors to obtain equivalent deflections at the center of the 

slab were developed from the information generated 1n Ref 13. Mean Dynaflect 

deflections and resulting moduli of elasticity are given in Table 7.1. 

The before-grouting condition can be taken into account in the RPRDS-l 

program by using an adequate critical stress factor, which obviously must be 

greater than the value considered for the after-grouting condition. These 

critical stress factors were obtained from an analysis of the maximum 

stresses for the various void sizes and subgrade K-values considered in Ref 

13. 

With this information ad the information presented in Table 7.2, an 

overlay design for the conditions before and after the grouting operation was 

developed using the RPRDS-l computer program. 

Tables 7.3 and 7.4, presents the results obtained from the RPRDS-l for 

the conditions before and after the grouting experiment, respectively. From 

these results, it 1S important to point out that the overlay thickness 

required before the grout was applied is 6 inches (see line 7 on Table 7.3), 

whereas the overlay thickness required after the grout was applied is 5 

inches (see line 7 on Table 7.4). Thus, a I-inch reducti.on in asphalt 

overlay thickness was achieved. Furthermore, the total number of 18-kip ESAL 

cycles from the time the analysis is made to the year of the first overlay 

placement is increased from 1.08 to 3.19 million by injection of the grout to 

fill voids underneath the existing pavement. 



TABLE 7.1. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE PAVEMENT LAYERS USING THE MEAN 
DYNAFLECT DEFLECTIONS AT THE CENTER OF THE SLAB 

Mean Dynaflect Deflec tions Moduli of Elasticity from 
at the Center of the Slab, mils the Slope Fitting Basin Program, psi 

Wl 0.39 El == 5,200,000 Concrete Slab 

W2 = 0.34 E2 450,000 Cement Treated 
Base 

W3 == 0.29 
E3 == 27,000 Natural Soil 

W
4 0.23 

W5 = 0.20 
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TABLE 7.2. DATA USED FOR THE OVERLAY DESIGN FOR THE CONDITIONS 
BEFORE AND AFTER THE GROUTING OPERATION 

RPRDSl - Rigid Pavement Rehabilitation Design System - Version 1 
November 1980 

RPRDS INPUT SUMMARY 

Note - Variable Numbers correspond to those in the RPRDS User's Manual 

Project Description 

1.1 Title 
1305 US 59 Victoria Project Overlay Design 

Original Pavement 

2.1 Surface type 
2.2 Concrete shoulder 
2.3 Noo of lanes (one direction) 
2.4 No. of pavement layers 

3.1 Project length, miles 
3.2 Lane width, feet 
3.3 Total shoulder width, feet 

Pavement Structure 

Layer 
No. 

4.0 
Thickness 

(in.) 

6.0 
Poisson's 

Ratio 

1 8.0 5200000. 
2 6.0 450000. 
3 Semi-infinite 27000. 

7.1 Concrete flexural strength, psi 
7.2 Critical stress factor 

after grouting 
before erouting 

7.3 Concrete stifffness after cracking, psi 

8.1 No. of existing defects per mile 
8.2 Cost of repairing a defect, dol 
8.3 Rate of defect development, no./yr/mile 

CRCP 
NO 

2 
3 

.19 
12.0 
10. 

690. 

1.43 
2.05 

800000. 

15. 
460. 

2. 

(continued) 



TABLE 7.2. (cont) 

Traffic Variable 

9.1 Average daily traffic (ADT) 
9.2 ADT growth rate, percent 
9.3 Initial yearly l8-kip ESAL, millions 
9.4 l8-kip ESAL growth rate, percent 
9.5 Directional distribution factor, percent 
9.6 Lane distribution factor, percent 

Time Constraints 

10.1 
10.2 
10.3 

Analysis period, years 
Minimum time between overlays, years 
Maximum allowable years of heavy maintenance after 
loss of structural load-carrying capacity 

Remaining Life Variables 

11.1 No. of original pavement remaining life 
values to consider 

11.2 Minimum existing pavement remaining life below 
which a bonded PCC overlay may not be placed 

11.3 Values of original pavement remaining life at which 
first overlay may be placed 

No. Remaining 
Life 

___ ip.~.r.£e.!!tl_ 
1 40. 
2 O. 

12.1 No. of first overlay remaining life 
values to consider 

12.2 Values of first overlay remaining life at which 
second overlay may be placed 
(none) 
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20000. 
6.00 
.980 
7.40 
50.0 
90.0 

20.0 
0.0 
0.0 

2 

o 

o 

(continued) 
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TABLE 7.2. (cont) 

Overlay Characteristics 

13.0 Types of first overlay to consider 

.1 ACP - Yes 

.2 Bonded CRCP - No 

.3 Unbonded CRCP - No 

.4 Bonded JCP - No 

.5 Unbonded JCP - No 

14.0 Types of second overlay to consider 

.1 ACP 

.2 CRCP 

.3 JCP 

- No 
- No 
- No 

15.0 No. of different thicknesses to consider 

.1 ACP first overlay 8 

.2 ACP second overlay 0 

.3 PCC overlay 0 

16.0 ACP first overlay thicknesses, inches 

.1 3.0 

.2 4.0 

.3 4.5 

.4 5.0 

.5 5.5 

.6 6.0 

.7 7.0 

.8 8.0 

17.0 ACP second overlay thicknesses, inches 

(none) 

18.0 PCC overlay thicknesses, inches 

19.1 
19.2 
19.3 

(none) 

Allowable total overlay thickness, inches 
Average level-up thickness, inches 
Bond breaker thickness, inches 

20.0 
1.0 
0.0 

(continued) 



20.1 
20.2 
20.3 
20.4 
20.5 
20.6 

21.1 
21.2 

22.2 

TABLE 7.2. (cont) 

ACP overlay design stiffness, psi 
Poisson's ratio, ACP overlay 
PCC overlay design stiffness, psi 
Poisson's ratio, PCC overlay 
Bond breaker stiffness, spi 
Poisson's ratio, bond breaker 

No. of overlay flexural strengths to consider 
No. which identifies which flexural strength in the 
list to use for a bonded PCC overlay 

PCC overlay flexural strength(s), psi 

(none) 
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400000. 
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TABLE 7.3. OVERLAY DESIGN OBTAINED FROM RPRDSI COMPUTER PROGRAM 
FOR THE CONDITIONS BEFORE THE GROUTING OPERATION 

RPRDSI - Rigid Pavement Rehabilitation Design System - Version 1 
November 19S0 

Project Description 
1305 US 59 Victoria Project Overlay Design (Before Grouting) 

Optimal Strategy No. 1 

Component of Strategy Quantity 

1. Existing pavement remaining life at 1st overlay, percent 

2. Year of 1st overlay placement 

3. Total IS-kip ESAL cycles (now till 1st overlay), millions 

4. Cost of maintaining existing pavement, dol/sq yd 

5. 1st overlay type 

6. Type of shoulder 

7. 1st overlay thickness, inches 

S. PCC Flexural strength of 1st overlay, psi 

9. Fatigue life after 1st overlay, years 

10. Fatigue life after 1st overlay, IS-kip ESAL in millions 

11. 1st overlay construction cost, dol/sq yd 

12. 1st overlay traffic delay cost, dol/sq yd 

13. 1st overlay maintenance cost, dol/sq yd 

14. 1st overlay remaining life at 2nd overlay, percent 

15. Year of 2nd overlay placement 

16. Total IS-kip ESAL cycles (now till 2nd overlay), millions 

17. 2nd overlay type 

IS. Type of shoulder 

19. 2nd overlay thickness, inches 

20. PCC Flexural strength of 2nd overlay, psi 

21. Fatigue life after 2nd overlay, years 

22. Fatigue life ater 2nd overlay, IS-kip ESAL in millions 

23. 2nd overlay construction cost, dol/sq yd 

24. 2nd overlay traffic delay cost, dol/sq yd 

25. 2nd overlay miantenance cost, dol/sq yd 

o 
2. 

1. OS 

.61 

ACP 

FLEX 

6.0 

o 
20.0 

15.84 

10.24 

0.44 

0.44 



TABLE 7.3. (cont) 

Component of Strategy 

26. Value of extended life, dol/sq yd 

27. Overlay salvage value, dol/sq yd 

28. Total net present value of strategy, dol/sq yd 

91 

Quantity 

o 
.32 

11.40 
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TABLE 7.4. OVERLAY DESIGN OBTAINED FROM RPRDSl COMPUTER PROGRAM 
FOR THE CONDITIONS AFTER THE GROUTING OPERATION 

RPRDSl - Rigid Pavement Rehabilitation Design System - Version 1, 
November 19S0 

Project Description 

1305 US 59 Victoria Project Overlay Design (After Grouting) 

Optimal Strategy No. 1 

Component of Strategy Quantity 

1. Existing pavement remaining life at 1st overlay, percent 

2. Year of 1st overlay placement 

3. Total lS-kip ESAL cycles (now till 1st overlay), millions 

4. Cost of maintaining existing pavement, dol/sq yd 

5. 1st overlay type 

6. Type of shoulder 

7. 1st overlay thickness, inches 

8. pee Flexural strength of 1st overlay, psi 

9. Fatigue life ater 1st overlay, years 

10. Fatigue life after 1st overlay, lS-kip ESAL in millions 

11. 1st overlay construction cost, dol/sq yd 

12. 1st overlay traffic delay cost, dol/sq yd 

13. 1st overlay maintenance cost, dol/sq yd 

14. 1st overlay remaining life at 2nd overlay, percent 

15. Year of 2nd overlay placement 

16. Total lS-kip ESAL cycles (now till 2nd overlay), million 

17. 2nd overlay type 

lS. Type of shoulder 

19. 2nd overlay thickness, inches 

20. PCC Flexural strength of 2nd overlay, psi 

21. Fatigue life after 2nd overlay, years 

22. Fatigue life after 2nd overlay, lS-kip ESAL in millions 

o 
6. 

3.19 

.S2 

ACP 

FLEX 

5.0 

0.0 

20.1 

15.74 

7.95 

.36 

.17 



23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 
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TABLE 7.4. (cont) 

Component of Strategy Quantity 

2nd overlay construction cost, dol/sq yd 

2nd overlay traffic delay cost, dol/sq yd 

2nd overlay maintenance cost, dol/sq yd 

Value of extended life, dol/sq yd 

Overlay salvage value, dol/sq yd 

Total net present value of strategy, dol/sq yd 

o 
.29 

9.02 
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The total net present values of the optimal strategies are 11.40 and 

9.02 dollars per square yard, for before and after the grouting operation, 

respectively. The value corresponding to the after-grouting condition does 

not take into account the cost of grouting. 

The approximate current cost of the grouting operation, considering a 6-

foot lane width is $12,000 per mile. In the Victoria project, grouting was 

applied only in the right lane. In order to determine the average cost of 

grouting per square yard, the total width of the pavement (24 feet) must be 

considered. 

Approximate Current Cost of the Grouting Operation on CRCP = $0.85 
Per Square Yard 

Total Net Present Value of Optimal Stragegy Considering the 
Grouting Operation = 9.02 + 0.85 = $9.87/Square Yard 

It can be concluded that in this particular pavement section, injection 

of grout would represent a reduction in the total net present value of 

$1.53/square yard, or approximately 13 percent per square yard. 



CHAPTER S. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the results obtained in this study, it may be stated that voids 

beneath the pavement can be successfully detected and filled. It has been 

demonstrated that correct application of the techniques proposed for void 

detection and for grouting operations can improve the structural capacity of 

the pavement, restoring the full support conditions assumed in the design. 

An evaluation of the analyses and results presented in this report leads 

to the following conclusions: 

(1) Voids beneath a pavement will 
pavement depending on void 
conditions, load position and 

the significantly reduce the life of 
size, pavement thickness, 

load configuration (see Table 
support 
2.4). 

(a) For example, loads near the edge may reduce pavement life by 
70-75 percent for a void size of lOS square feet (see Table 
2.2), and 

(b) A 32-kip tandem axle load will be much more damaging to a 
pavement than an lS-kip single axle load, for a void 
condition. The reverse is true for a full support condition 
(see Fig 2.5). 

(2) Considering conclusion 1 and the fact that the number of tandem 
axle trucks is increasing rapidly on Texas highways, voids beneath 
the pavement must be located and filled to extend the pavement 
life. 

(3) The Dynaflect deflections recorded at one foot from the 
more sensitive to areas in which voids exist beneath the 
(see Fig 5. S) . 

edge are 
pavement 

(4) An anlaysis using Dynaflect deflections and field observations of 
pumping has proved to be the optimal procedure for void area 
detection (see Eq 5.3). 

(5) The grout applied just beneath the pavement slab 
optimum benefits for the structural capacity of the 
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(6) 

net improvement of 41 percent in the deflections recorded before 
and after the grout was applied at Victoria was obtained, whereas 
only m1.n1.mum improvement was observed for grout beneath the 
subbase. 

A comparison of before and after deflection measurements may 
used to determine the effectiveness of filling the voids (see 
2.6 and Table 2.5). 

be 
Fig 

0) Taking into account the information obtained at Victoria, an 
overlay design using the RPRDS1 computer program (Ref 12) showed 
that the overlay required for a 20-year design period before the 
grout 1.S applied is 6 inches, whereas the overlay thickness 
required once the grout has been applied is 5 inches, which 
represents a one-inch difference in the overlay thiekness required. 

(8) Using information from conclusion 7 and the cost information 
provided by the Texas State Department of Highways and Public 
Transportation and a private construction company, a reduction in 
the total net present value of the optimal design strategy of about 
13 percent is obtained when a grouting operation is performed. 

(9) Regarding the riding quality of the pavement, there was not any 
direct correlation between the application of grout. and the change 
in the level of serviceabi lity. As a word of c:aut ion, it 1.S 
important to state that special care must be taken during the 
grouting process to avoid slab lifting, which could decrease the 
riding quality and service life of the pavement. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

By successfully locating void areas in advance of failures and 

correcting them, the failure problem can be drastically reduced and the life 

of the pavement extended. Since it is not possible to run a detailed 

deflection survey of the pavement, the procedure described 1.n this report 

could be applied primarily in areas where evidence of pumping indicates that 

there is a possibility that a void exists beneath the pavement. 

It is recommended that additional work be conducted in the areas of void 

detection and grouting. Likewise, monitoring of the pavement section in 

which grout 1.S applied would generate very valuable information about the 

long-term effect of grouting on pavement performance and structural capacity. 
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Additionally, the susceptibility to pump1ng of the various types of base and 

subbase used in Texas should be analyzed. 

Finally, a different method of measurement and payment for contract 

grouting could be developed, because, in the present method, large quantities 

of grouting are injected to fill voids beneath the pavement that are 

generally small and require little grout. 
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APPENDIX A. RECOMMENDED PROCEDURES AND FORMS FOR CARRYING OUT 
GROUTING PROJECTS 

RECOMMENDED PROCEDURE 

In order to define the steps involved in the procedure for locating 

voids beneath a pavement, filling voids, and evaluating the results, the 

procedure is divided into the following steps: 

(1) analysis of data, 

(2) execution of the grouting operation, and 

(3) evaluation of results. 

Analysis of Data 

In order to locate the areas with probability of voids, first a 

condition survey recorded from the project has to be analyzed. In this 

analysis special attention should be given to areas in which patches, 

punchouts, and evidence of pumping exist. Having identified these areas, it 

is necessary to make a combined analysis (as presented in Chapter 5) of 

normalized deflections of sensors 1 and 5 of the Dynaflect device recorded 

at one foot from the edge and of field observations of pumping. From this 

analysis, the specific areas with voids beneath the pavement can be 

identified. After the areas with voids have been identified, a pattern 

defining the location of the holes in which the grout will be injected needs 

to be developed. It is important to remember that the optimum benefits are 

obtained when the grout is applied just beneath the pavement and at one foot 
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from the edge. Finally, a profile of the pavement has to be obtained before 

the grouting operation. This information will be used during the evaluation 

of results. 

Execution of the Grouting Operation 

Once the areas have been identified and the hole pattern defined, the 

next step is to locate these areas in the field. For this, special care 

should be given to marking the separation between holes and the distance from 

the edge at which the holes should be drilled, 1n order to avoid 

misinterpretations. The depth to which the holes are drilled must be very 

carefully controlled, to insure that the grout will be pumped just beneath 

the pavement. During the execution of the grouting operation, the slab has to 

be continuously monitored to avoid slab lifting. If that happens, the 

operation must be stopped at that point. 

Evaluation of Results 

After the grouting operation is finished, Dynaflect deflection 

measurements, as well as profile measurements of the pavement, have to be 

recorded at the same locations approximately one week later. Then the 

evaluation is achieved. First the deflection measurements before and after 

the grouting operation are compared. From this, it can be determined whether 

or not any improvement in the deflections was obtained. Second the profile 

measurements recorded before and after the experiment are compared to 

determine if there was any slab lifting, which would represent a reduction 1n 

the serviceability level of the pavement. 
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FORMS RECOMMENDED FOR GROUTING PROJECTS 

Based on the recommended procedure for carrying out grouting projects 

presented in the previous section, the forms presented below were developed 

for gathering the main data required. These forms deal with void area 

selection, collection of data during the project construction, and 

evaluation of results. 

Figure A.l satisfies the data requirements, following the proposed 

method for void area selection and, later, the evaluation of results. The 

procedure for filling out the form beginning with the identification of the 

working section; 

Following that, a 

the corresponding station ~s written 

condition survey of the section is made, 

in column 1. 

with cracks, 

pumping, minor spalling, severe spalling, punchouts, and patches represented 

~n the second column. The final step is to plot the normalized Dynaflect 

deflections ~n the right section of the form. Analyzing the data gathered 

so far, we can determine the areas ~n which there is a high probability of 

finding a void beneath the pavement. 

Figure A.2 presents a form for data collection during the construction 

of the grouting project. Basically this form will include the same 

information as that proposed in Fig 4.10, which is for experimental purposes, 

but without the data regarding the adjacent pit and the distress 

manifestations, s~nce those are not useful in this step. Finally, the 

evaluation of results should be made again using the form presented in Fig 

A.l. In this case the evaluation of the grouting process is done plotting 

the dynaflect deflections of sensor 1 recorded at 12 inches from the edge 

before and after the grouting was done. The results obtained will become 

evident in analyzing if there was any improvement between the deflections 

before and after the grouting. 
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Fig A.l. Form proposed for evaluation of data before and after the 
project construction. 
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Fig A.2. Form proposed for data collection during the construction 
of the grouting project. 
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APPENDIX B 

SUMMARY OF THE CONDITION SURVEYS DONE BEFORE AND AFTER 
THE GROUTING OPERATION FOR COLUMBUS AND FAIRFIELD PROJECTS 
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~Pj1 · c;) , I""I.PE:~ "T 11 A." \ I ".IJ ,'I 111 • It! 
.,,0 11 · >;:t.l I .... ". PFI'I ., J , I ~.IJ \ I B." rtl "~0 
\ r • IlATCI-4/NU.D~.< "T 'I .... r "I .,. '.~ ,'I ~." 
PI.r ~, II T r: ~ I "I!) • P F ~ ,~ T \1 n.1.I 21 th.~ (Jol .1 .~ 
-q '4')'" pll .... PTNf'. FEFT V .1 It' 
~~ VF."'~ pll",p r '.'1, F F: F.:T [1 , it' 

.... A II II~' S I 'J(1 • P f " 'I T , 11 lC;.3 IJ.I 11.A :~ I ~ ~ 

** •• ***.*-* •• ******_ •• ***********-*********.*********************.*** 
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S'-lIId L t:lHT In'.s CorHlIT '"N SIIRVFV 
tr;(}NT .' 

fQ. "C;i'\+qs 
TOI -;oS;;+~il 

LENG1'l: t,,'1i FT 
COM~f~T5tl[ TNfECTFn vES 

CI<'AI:kS IN('l.Pt~ '41 • t t qn ,4·1'5. , 
'1 T -I SPlLl/~O.P£\.i '411 ""'I B1.q 
Sf V ~PHL/I!f).PF~ "'II tl A.(I 
MPil. C~" INO.P£P '11 I tl ~.tJ 
Ml'n • ~;'2. I~I\).PF' 'T. \1 ,~ .~ 
SP1J. <;.' I NfI.Pro il "T. ;.1 'b.q 
SP" • >liJ 1"".Pt" '1 T I \1 ;,I,. II' 

. Ar • t'f,TCHl'n.PEr~ ..., T I .,1 .A. ill 
Per PAT C HI 'HI. Pf I( ~ t I I ~. v' 
M J 'lilR PUMP pll~ F'U,.T: ,\ 

"fVn .. ~ PUP4P INI, FFFT, ~I' 

FArLIII(f.S ItJ'l.PEI< MT. 21 Ib.q 

,'S/tll.i~.'5 
C;bl u1§.1 
·jl H.I'! 
1 I 111.0 

'I .'. '" 
21 ,,,.q 
~'I 11\ .11" 
"I , 

•• 1 

~I " •• 1 
1 

.P 

'"I b7.e 

111 ." · . ,-I · I" ('I '" 
vll 

:'1 
'Ill iI · :~I · " (,1 .t- · '1 t 

, 

III 
*********-***************************************************.*.***** 

FR, 50;)+1,' LF',r;TH. 0'>'; FT 

Tot ~"">\+Qr, ell '''''ENTCI ~ t 1'1 r'l TF'rT' I) v/:, " 

~'l4vFV, . "AV 11>'1 "'AY ". I 

r. "ALI(;, Ir,o • ..If R 111 t'1\/11~5.~ ,4?/11 QC,.b " I " ~ · "I " ~QALL !"w.PE" "tTl 4"11 J2''i.') 0;1'1 (,Iq".~ "'!I " · SFII qPALI II';,).PI- !.. ~II ,\1 2';.1 '51 1Ji'." 'I tl .'(; 
Mr";-,. C?ll I"IO.PEI« .... tI , I 6.oJ 11 

A. '. ", I • .1 · vI 
MPI. >;:J" INO.Pf'1( '~t • ,'I ~.~ 'I "' • .1 :~, I ,..' . ~ 
SP'1. C;»,l INr'l.Pflf "1 I 11 ".(1 II A." ,.1 · .. SP'I. ~?II It.f,. PE'~ Mr. .II "". ,,1 ,'1 ~!. Ii II I t; _ \!" 

6.(. PA TrH/';!I.pf'1<I MTI ,,-I \1. VI 1""1 i' • ".\ II I" .\ 
Pee PA TC~/~O. Pf \, ;-IT. 'I It'. ~'" , I A.(j r I Ill.'" 
... I'J I'" Plj~PT 'Hi FtET I ~ ). ~ 

SfVf.:QF: pl!'1pl'lf, FEET I qllJ o~ '" 
F • r L " I<t F' $ I '. ' I • I.' ~~' "1I! 11 A •• 1 ? Ito. q v' I ~ • ~ 

*************************.*********.***********.*************.******* 



r;QI 
, 11 

S""l.l. ~~CTtm.JS Cr)N['l Ttnlll ~lIl(vFv 

tr.ONT.' 

5 1A '+;;>7 Lf"lGfH: tI.?e; FT 

C;"A+lliil CO"''\I:~'TSI;C I ".I.YF.:CTFI) VFS 

SliRIIFVS - 'IAV 811 MAV II 1 

CI"!ACI<!4 I~n.pt::~ '~I1 1201 t 'ItltI. 4 ,c;7/tl2b. ~ 
... T 'J QPALLI"W.PF.R" ~T. tI~1 :SAS.b b71 lib" •• 1 
St: \I ~PAll/Nn.PEfoI 'ttl 71 '5Q.l 71 C;Q., 
,~p.) • .:2" INO.PER .~Jt til B.!<i 51 ~2.? 
"'P'l. >?,,. l"lIl.PE'" .0 J • .~I ¥I • ~l "I ~, . · SI'rt. ci 'i "J!l.OF:r' '~T 2 ,~I 1'1 .... 11 A. ! 

SPn. >;)Ll I·JIl.PE'" '4 T I ,~I ..l •• 1 ~, I ,I · lr . "ATC",/"Il."flo' 'l T t ~I '~.Q 21 lb. q 

"'I':C 1:1 6 T r: 1.1 ... 1. Pf"1{ "., I: "'I ' •• \1 71 If>. ,~ 
~tMf)1:' PI'~" t ~;G FHT. ,. 
!;!-"'VE I.' I' OIl"'" H.G FFfT I .' , . 
F" I LIIRf'~ I 'HI. PE' I. "tl 21 tb.Q SI 42." 

'1-1 ~. ' \ 
II Y1 ". · :,, .... ~' 

tJ,1 .' · "" ,,1 ~ · " 'I I"I.~ 
~I 4. ... 
I ., · ~, I ri. ~I 

" o:l 

'I • y' 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• * ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
F 41 UQt>+ 1 l ~ r" 1 ... : tt?C; FT 
T ' I ~,1;;>+;>7 r ' 'n t '.T<:; I I'r. r '~.Yfr TF n VF!'; 

')iJh'VEVR • '4AV AIr'l .' AV R 1 

r. .... ~ r, I( S I'H.l. p~" .... "I J I '1011/117(,\.1 I'i'Q/l 0 "\(J." 1 ,I .'" M 1.j ~p At t I 'In. PF.Y '., ~ '=i41 UC;tI.2 1;:; ... . "'. " • I .' I" · .'iFV C;PALl/'ql.PF, "TI 1/ "./j 1/ ;.\. iJ I "' .... 
""glJ. ",;t.! 1~1I1.P~'" t-4 II 'I \l. (,1 ,'I 'I ,~ · V' 

MP". >,., , II·tfl."fj,.; MT2 ' 1 " .. '. I ~ . ... 'I .J • ,: 

RPP. <;:!'I Ir~n.pF''' .... yl t I ~.tJ II 1'1. • " ·1 ,iI ., · b'"' , )0 2\~ INn.pr: .... ~I T : • .• 1 I-l.'" ·'1 . 
" 

~ ... I III \~ . • · A('. PIITtiol/NO.Pf.i< ~ , : 11 A.u 1 I Ii! •• J ,'1 .~ · \'I Prr 1!t4TCH/NIi.PI'.R .. I J 'I ". {; ~I 11'1.(1 I .1 VI · ~I r '.IIlP PllHPp'(. FHT, . '" \:'I 
S""FIJf p!lMP i"G F"'~ T I " ~ .. 
F" 1l1lh'F'S ItlO.PI;:I- 'f' ',11 lb.1? ~I ~~.A ,11 ~ w1 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *., •••• 
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SMALL 8fCTI~~S cnNDlll"~ ~URWFY 
teItNT,' 

•••••• ** •••••••• * •• * ••••• * •• ****.** ••• ** ••• **.****.*.** ••••••• ~- •••• * 

.. PI .... I 'J ... '1'1 I. FNGTloIl b.-Ii I='T 
T f1l "',)1+ " CI1~Mf t~TS.)A f'lJFCHIl NO 

S' '14'11" If!; .. "AV RItJ "1AY "I 
C!./U;t<C; INO.PFt1 IT I 1",,1t1118.Q tJ811 \b".A ,'I ~, · .. 
'" t ' ~Pi\LI./~II),P. ti -1 tI -;1/ 1.1117.7 All f)Bq.J ,A I V' · ") 
'it: J ""'i\Ll/NO.PH~ ., t t 11 fl. 'I SI lIS.' 'JI :Ii 

.... p". <~,! It.;O.Pf: H -." -I ~.'" ~ I "' .... PI ... · '" ",Uq 

• ,.", l"io.PFR ., t I 'I "". ';I "'1 ~.~ ~I 
,., ,. · :;;'>". <"" It-Hl.?!:." 'll t .,1 ~ .. ' ,'I " •• 1 ~I 16. It' 

qp, '. :102" I~J('. PFI. 'q I 'I .... \ \'1 VI.~ ,'I Ii '"~ · 111'; • e:lATL"'I"H).pF.. ... "4" 'I 0. " ~, I .~. '" 1'1 10 ~ 

~'(' r ~I\T(..l/·m.PFi< ., T I ,I I v •• ... f~1 "'.;\ 'II >l ~ · "11 ,), I,,' PII""OpIG FFF,'S ., Ci I" 
q':VrlH' !,"""PIN!:; J.FJ"TI \I I 

f"III.'I~FS I·I".P",'~ 'ITt '1 "." "1 1iI.,1 'I .\ '" 

*******-*** ••• * ••• ******************.*************.**** •••••••••• **** 

F'''': Ci '~+,: l.E'J('THl &,)Ci r:T 
T "I , I'l+ l' ell '1 ~ E ~I T" t ,) Ii l~fI:rT"i' "'fJ 

.. .J"~ .. c; 'AY h, ~ ·'6 Y At 

r'~~!'I(S 11·lft. PF' t< "II I 1 III 'lbl.1 t2Q/t~Mq.~ ,II 1 I' · 'I 1'1 ~P~ll.l~I).PfR 'Itt 'JCiI \'h'.? ~ \1 1'11.1 • ' I I .. · "t 'I qDAlt IthJ."EI.i '1 I t 21 Ib. Q i_II ""' .... ,~ I .' · I' '.1' " • ... ;>.1 INI).PE~ '-1r: II "'.4 11 8.10 '~I 1'1 vI · '.'1''1 • "2- IllIl. PEl< "'Tt II ~./j V ib.q ~I ." . ,"' 
SJ;.>(I. c2': II_O.I2F: ~ "4tl 'I <,c,.~ 11 .)r;., ','I ", vl · .c;r:., ,. ?j, 1~I('l.pF" "111 -I \II ... ~ VII (7,. ' }I ~ 'I • iii • 
A(. p ~ TCI . .IN('.PFR .. It \I fl • IJ 11 iii •• ~ "'AI '1\ ~, · 0(, t" PA TCl-</t.!).Pf k "II '1 " 31 25.' ;1 ~)' " . ' 
Ml'lll~ PUMP I'H' FH:T, \(I 7 .' s~·J; "r: pll..,,,T r.G f'ffTt \'l 'l 1'.1 

F"dLII"'Fc; I'JlI.PEk "ITt 111 \3.~ 71 '5Q.1 ['I ~l.~ 

****.*.****.*******._**** •• ***.**** •• *****.*************.** ••••• *** •• 
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* ••• * •• *.* •••• * •• *.***.****.** ••• ** •• *********************'*.*'*'* 

cnt.ult!t4IJS t '1- 1 III PRF.SSURF GROUT r'lFr. '7 •• s!C lA, ER nlJT!Ii I: E. "I'''' , 

t 01J0 1FT SECTION BEGINS '" 'T FQOfooi START nr: REC OF F JLE' ? 
Ur IV I ;p SECt 1 Rf:CIlRnSI 22l 

r. A hHl t 1Ii§1~1I:i t;A J NLI 5Uq .2 

ff"'S \IE~Ttr.'l Ace-nEIOt AT tOtJ trrT IS'!I": SQl AT 1Ii~ "'lP~ll 

~AS' LEIliGTH RIG..,T Lfn en"'iH"'EI, t="~Tt"u. TEO 51 

.s J~.!i1 nb.Af\ 1.12. 7.~ "\. J7 
1 [, \1.. ql 14. ". 1),'7" ~.b~ 
2'~ 1.1. ".4 5.Q-' r; •• r} 4.12 , 
u. I t.q~ 2.,\0 'l.IS J.1 Q 

8,\ .~6 .~ta .IH 3.1.12 
lb.? .UR .1.Ii) .1.11 l.IA 
3~: I~ .i~ .2" .23 J.12 
D/,j~~ .11 • I 1 · , '" J.~Q 

12Q.1I . ~"I ."4 • 11.1 i.SA 

~R4 Q(JIIGH~IF'SS (CaUNT!;'/.;t Io4ILF'lf 5'.l.Ijl 

"t~~JRLE PAV'!l.MfNT SFR\I'CEA~TLIT"f J .... " 

*********************************************.*.******'****'.*.*** 

r fl LtJ"81JF; TH.I~ PI:1F~SlJMF r.rWUT "'Fe n •• ~H 1 f'I • f~ 
, T!\t E. RUN I 

t.'lill FT ~FCTIOH i1Fr.l '45 I' " FRn M START f1t:' ~rr I vI jJF F T LF 

Gil INIH 551.'5 GAIIIIU '5 uq .c 

"M~ VF~TtCAI AI:CELEIH Tt(l~j C" ISEC sr)) AT ~~ ~'PH I 

AA<)E LE~JGT~ "'JG!;T LEFT C f1~1'\ I'JFO €!ilTJ'1ATE" ~l 

.I:i II". S1 "'.0'7 I'll. I? 3. I . 
1.1'1 t".~:J t'7.Il~ 1f:I.1.I1.I 3.1.10 
?~ .1 iii. :U ... II 5.8~ 3.e' 
4.1 2.2~ i».UIIi 2.'\U \. bll 

~. t 1.13 , .17 t.lt:i '.vlr.; 
1ft., • iiI) • lie) .5A 2./1\7 
J2~11 .eb • "6 .20 ?qc; 

b 4 ." • 11 • t t • I I 
J. r~.' 

1~Q~'1 .1'13 ."'" .111' 1.:lR 

1 F/-4 ~ nlJt. "~Ie:SS c r: J)\ I~I T ~ I • ~ M1LE\' f:I".~~ 

FU XI ~I.F IIIAV'£Mfp.,jT SERVJr:EAqTLITV, ".I.I~ 

.*.*************************.*****************.*.****.****'*.*,*** 
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••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * •••••••••••••••• * •• * 
r.OLUMBu9 IH-10 PRF5SUR~ gROUT DEC 17 •• Sf:C lA, ,-111 OuUlt',E Rill\; 2 

l-A'S'! FT SECTION I)(t-IIIIS " FT FrI(l'" STANT OF REt OF FILl , 
''lUI !o 8FC' 1 ~!CORDS, 22) 

GllN~1 551.4 QUNLI !!SU8.9 

RillS IIEIitTIr.Al ACCE\.EfolATION (n/5fC lin AT I§A MPHI 

USE LE~GT'" AIGHT lEII'T COM'H~I!:O [tnl'·UTp':I) st 

.5 t:l1Il.bl 1I.IQ 43.35 J.ll> 
1:0 lA.A2 1,.4U 13.88 s.&~ 
2,~ S.411i 4.54 4.'~ 4.14 
4,! i.31> 1.0-; i! • t'!I S.8' 
8,1 .q3 .87 .9' 3.44 

l"'.~ .41 .48 • 4' 3.~' 
'32.41 .24 .22 .23 3.12 
b4.~ ." • ,1/1 • I " 3."~ 

129 :8 .~Cl .94 .B4 i."~ 

.. ~'" f.10UG"II'!!SS CCOUNU/.i MtL£" 5'7.At:I 

~LExIBL! P~vf~E~T SERllltEASfLtTvl 3.b~ 

* •••••••••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••• ***.* ••••• *.*.***** ••••••••••• 

r(lLUM8IJ~ IH-U PRESSURE GROUT DEC '17 .- SfC IB, ~ ~ IlUT'S I t'E ~IIN i 

105~ FT 8EtTIO'J REI;t~S ~II'T F~(lM START nF RF.C I..! OF FlU' ~ 

r:;Alt.iRI 1Ii§1.1 GAINU SU".Q 

~I..s VE~T1eAl ACC(lERATJON eFT 15EC 8Q~ AT I§III IoIPIH 

~.5E LEl"If'T H UGHT LEII'T CO"'IIJINED ~STIMAT!" sr 
.5 S~.21 4~.9'7 41.62 l.tt 

1, It! t'7 • 20 15.24 to.2· !.1tT 
2 " 1>.3C1i 5.tt 5.n 1,147 • 
4~t 2. 4 l 2.2~ 2.32 3.l>b 
8.1 t.ll) t.tl 1.1" 3.~b 

11>:2 .50 .541 .51 2.1''' 
32:l .lb .lb .21> 2.qlj 
1>4:9 .t! ~t1 .1 t 2.qb 

l'iq~8 .IeI3 .~3 ,~3 1.28 

MRIo4 ~OUGH'JF.SS (COU~!T"/.' IoIJLE'1 bl>,40 

FLF.IBLF P4vEMENT SERVIrE4SJlITV. 3.0t 

***.***.* ••••• *.**.*.** •• ** •• * •••• * •••• * •• **.*.** •••• ***.~,*****.** 
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*********************.***********.****************************.*** 
COLIlMBUS HoI.tIII PRUSUIIt£ GIlOUT MiA 18 •• SEC 1~, 1:8 O~IT8I'E I(llN 1 

lB§t ~T 8ecTIO~ B!GIN8 ~ 'T 'RO~ START ~, REC 0' FIlE 
(FILE "R~3111 nel*18 R!CORDS I * 83 C) In 

ctUNRI 5aS.A GAINLI !;31§.1 

CHIS \lERTI~'1 ACCELERATION ('T Inc S(.Il AT 5111 MPHI 

qUE L.ENt;TH RIGHT L£,T (,OI4!U/lj~O ElTtNATFf) 8T 

,e; 4e.U §3.C)] 47,~1 1,11' 
I ': 13,34 "tt. 14,70 1.'5/\ , 
l,0 a.qs !i.'U 5.4'!l ].~, 

",. l.1t i.1li4 2.18 l.el 
8,1 '.14 t.tQ 1.11 3 •• n 

1".2 .16 . "I ,15 1,40 
32;1.1 .41 .40 .40 i.tja 
"4.Q ,17 .11 .11 l.lt 

tl9:8 ,04 .QlS .05 1.&4 

"1rtM ROUGHIII!SS (CaUNTS/.lII MIL£~I 78.lt 

FL!kI8LE PAvEMENT SERVICEABILITVI J.14 

**************************************************.*******"".*.* 
~OLUMRUI IH.'~ PRESSURE GltOIJT ""A 18 

--
SEe tR, f" OPTSI"·E Ru,., 

t1/150 F T Sr.CTION BEGINS " FT FRnM nUT I),. "'EC tl4 or FILE 

G_INRI 545:8 GUNLI 5115.1 

RMS VERTICAL ACCELERAnON ('T/SEt SQ) AT lip! ~PHI 

RUE L~NG'H RIGHT LEn r.OJ4BIN£D !STtMATEI> S1 

.t; U,bi 51.4~ OIl. 02 3.10 
l' ~ t'i.6Q t1.6~ 16,74 J.U 
i'0 5,14 &.ot 5.8R 3,82 , 
4.1 2.'S1 2.4, i.3' 3.02' 
~~t t,t1 1. jI~ 1.10 3.1114 
Ib~? ,151 .lIjq .SQ 2."4 
3Z. CI .2S .2" .20 i.Q7 
ft4~. .1 (lJ • t ~ • t .. 1. t'5 

12Q,'" tBl .\112 • til 2 3.15' 

~R'" ROUI;H"EI'S fCOUNTs/. , MILE'I 08.3, 

'L~.!~L~ 'AV!M!HT 8ERVICE&AILITV, 3.11 

*******.***********.****************************************.*.*** 
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**********************************************************;,***.*.* 
COLUMBUS J~.10 PRESSURE GROUT "'AR '78 

--
SFe 1 A, F.R ouUII',! IitlsN Z 

1~150 1fT SrCTION 8fGr~S I!I 1fT FROM SURT 1'\, REC OF FILE , 
(FILEI 1 SECI 1 RECORDS. 22) 

(;AINRt S~H~.5 GA INLa S15.3 

RMS VERTICAL ACCf!LERATION ('T/SEC SQ) AT 'Jill ~Plol. 

RASE LI!NGTt-I RIGHT L FIII'T CO"'!'II~ED ESTtMHfl'l sr 
.t; 19.I\J'!; 'H,ll "~,~8 '.IIJ 

t ; ell 12,82 l~,Zb 14."4 1.bIJ 
2.0 ",tH 1J,~4 S,2S ".\'1" 4. t 2,21 l,S~ 2,38 3,U 
fi ~ 1 t,U t,15 t,t" 3.Wl1 

U,i ,n ,1' ,71 2.~QI 
:U,4 ,3~ ,u ,J~ 2,40 
.11.4 ,t 2 ,12 .Il 2,U 
U9~t' .'4 ~IS ." i. TI 

~MII4 ROUQHloIfss (COUIIIU/.' MIU" 1~. It 

IfL!WI8LE PAVEMENT 8£RvreEA8ILTTVI J.l0 

*****************.*****.*********************.***** •• *******.*.*** 
COLU14RU8 IH.'" PRFS!lURE GROUT "'A- 'Il •• sfC lA, FIJ OUTSIr E RUN 2 

1"~0 FT SfCTIO~, R[GINI 0'1 'ROM aT ART 0, REt till OF FIl E " 
GAINR, soU.S GAI"Lr 535.3 

PMS VEPTlCAl ACtEL,fUTIO'" f'T/S!C SQ' AT 5(11 ~"HI 

FlASE LEI,jGTIoI RIG"'T LEn COMBINED ~STII4ATEI) Sf 

~IS 44."'" 53 •• ; aQ,1I7 1.139 
1 ~ ~ 1'J.55 t'.84 H.,~' S.45 
2~0 5. 419 •• 63 ~.I~ l."~ 
4,1 2.110 2.52 2.4~ 1.l§a 

" 1 1.21 t.ll t,ll l.o, 
U'i .bl ,62 .b2 2.'b , 
32,4 .2b .11 .21 i.U 
U: o .11 ~li .11 2.0~ 

121:1:,. .03 .el .01 l.iA 

"'''M RnURHNF.1S ccoUNTS/.i MIL!' I 'i.i" 
FLEXIBLE ~AvEMENT SEMVICE1AILITVt l.l~ 

*********.*.***************.********************************.*.**. 



************************************************************.*.*** 

1'5~ ,T S!CTION REGINS 
tFILE. 4 SECI Z 

('a-INRI U62;5 

4J.0~ 

14.1'" 
5.5i 
ill. 12 

.Q5 

."8 

.21 

.14~ 

.1111 

I ,T FROM START OF ~Er. 

RECORDS, lZ) 

31.'3 
13,52 
~. III 
2.13 
t,t2 
,'it 
,:U 
,1}lQ 

,01 

COMBINED 

4S,5" 
13.81 

15,33 
2,)2 
t.tJ A 
.15~ 
,21 
,jlI~ 

,k1J 

OF FtLF 

',21i 
'5,~'5 
1,1,02 
3,(1,., 
3. ii!t' 
3. \t 
3.2A 

3.31 
3.9~ 

;1 

~~" ~OUQHNE8S tcoUNTS/.i MILF" 

FlFxIBL~ ~AVEMFNT SERVItEARtLtTVI 

**************************************************************.*** 

10SU FT 8£tTIO~ 8EGI~~ 

l'aINR, t0U~~ 

RIGHT 

40,05 
13. 4 fd 
5. 4 2 
2,ei 

,8., 
.16 
,11 
,85 
,01 

~ FT F~OM START 0, ~FC J0 ~, FtL~ ~ 

GAINLI t"Su.b 

SY.4LI 
11.18 
','IS 
'.0~ 

,8t; 
,31 
• t b 
,e! 
.Io;It 

COMBHlf[l 

38.75 
U.i9 
5.1 Q 
2, t3 

,M2 
,37 
.lb 
,0t; 
,01 

5"',~o 

3,;)? 
'J,~q 

4,~' 
J.ln 
3.5b 
3.1Ij2 
3.&0 
1. !illS 
J.QII 

****************************************************************** 
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**********************************************************'******* 
C:OLU f04 81J8 1101-10 PRF.SSURE r.~'lIIT nEC 77 .- SEC lA, E" OIlT! IrE ~IJN 2 

lloi1§0 FT SECTtON BEGINS '" FT FROM START OF REC OF FtLE .. 
(FILE I C; SEC' i REco~nSI 22\ 

GAINRI 1115l.b (aINU to!iq.'!i 

R~S VERTtCAl ACCELERA TJ ntJ CrrTJI'E'r; SQ) AT 5(."1 ""1011 

~ASE LENG'r~ RIGMT LEFT C01-4BINED ESTt~ATED 81 

.s 41 3.04 3q.4 1J 41.l4 1.lQ 
1,0 14.~0 1~.415 lJ.13 3.b& 
~.~ 5"b0 1§.lq 5.40 3.Qq 
4.1 l.U 2.34 2.15 l.b'\ 
e .1 .qb 1.1i! t.P4 3.11 
1&~2 .48 .~I .50 3.t0 
32.4 .21 .21 .il J.n 
b4.Q .08 .0Q .~Q 1.31 
12q~8 .91 .~1 .01 3.ql 

... ~~ ROIJt;HN~n (COUNTS/.~ "'!LF' I b2.'111 

J:"l EXI8LF PAI/!MENT SERVIr.fA~IlIT't'1 3.5A 

**************************************************************.*** 

COLLJMRUS IH-U PRESSIlRE GRt)"T DEC 71 
--

SEC iR, E8 nUTSI"'E RUN 2 

1~1I)~ FT SECTION BEr,I~S ~ "T FJiOf04 START OF REt 10 I)' FILE r; 

GAINRI 1~51~b GAtNLI ,~'5q.5 

~,..~ VERTICAL ACCELERATIO~~ (II'TlS';C SQ) AT 5(11 "'PHI 

RASE LENGTH RIGHT LEFT COMBIHEO ESTI~nED Sf 

.Ii AWI.2'7 3~.1'7 '~.2? 3.?? 
1. ~. U.lb 11.1q 1l.4f1 l.b!l 
2.A 5.2A lS.ilI8 5.18 4. ~l '7 
4~1 2.21 2."'& i.ll l.lI2 
II 1 .81 .8'7 .lIli 3.53 

lb'2 .37 .3" .31 1.5t" • 
ll~G .11 .1 b .11 3.58 
b4.q .'" ."5 .05 3.83 
UQ~1l .01 .~H .01 3.Q5 

'~RM ROUGMNESS CCQUt.lTS/.2 "'llF\ I 50.11, 

FL~XleLE PAI/EMENT SEPI/ICEA~lltT't'1 3.8A 

***********************************************************-****** 



**************************************************************.*** 
COlUIiIRU8 1M-Ill PI:tEI8UAF. GROUT MAR 18 •• IEC lA, E" OuTS!"! RUN 

t~~' FT SrCTION BEGIN8 e'T FRoM START 0, Rft I OF 'IL! ~ 
('ILEI , I£CI 2 R!CORD~I lZ) 

44. 111) 
tl§.IIJi§ 

5.'3 
2.lIa 

t."" 
.115& 
.as 
." 
.11 

MAM ~OUG~N!'I (COUNTS/.2 MILE)' 

FLEXIBLE PAyeMENT 9ERYICEA8ILITV, 

COMBINED 

lH.b2 
14.44 
~.~8 
2.42 
I.l~ 
.~8 
.2~ 
.0' ."1 

3.t~ 

3.'" 
].en 
1.1§~ 
].~b 
2.85 
J.Ola 
J.ll 
,.ql 

**************************************************************.*.* 
COLU M8US t~-10 pReSSURE GROUT MAR n .- $H ll'l, ,::q ouur"E RIJN 

1050 ,T ~EcTrON ergtN! e'l "~OM SURT nil' REt 10 OF I'lL! , 
GAINR. US". ! GU~LI ,U5.e, 

AMS yfRTICAL ACCI!lEI'UTtON cn/sFC SQl AT I§~ MPHI 

uSE I.ENGTI1 RlCHT Ll'l cn lo1 6INlD ESTIMATED st 

~i§ 3Q.58 Qf.lt 110.'5 l.tq 
I," 13.'" 14.08 t3.'2 3.1)5 
2,0 lIJ.iHl ~.5'S 5.28 4."1 
4.1 2.12 l.n 2.i! 3.'''' 
8.1 .'1 .80 .18 J.14b 
U~2 .3' .l~ .lQ l."'f! 
12,1J .10 .1' .18 3.'il 
U' ."5 .Gl7 .O& 'J.tt' 12.:. .01 .01 .IS l.q;? 

liP", ROUQHN£U (COUNTS/.' I14II.E'- 5J.o~ 

FLEXI8lE .AYEMENT 8!RVICEA8tLITVI J • ." 

**************************************************************.*** 
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*.***** •• * •• ** •• ****.****** •••• *.****.*** ••••••••••••••• , .• *.*** ••• 
COLU~BUS IM.II PRESIU~E GItOuT ~'R 18 •• SEC 2A, EB OllTlIrl RUN 

1050 PT SHTION BEGINS A " 'RnM START 0, REC 0' 'IL! I.i 
(FIl! I 4 nel 2 RECORDS. 22) 

GAIN"I U!S.R GAINLI to*l.1 

,,"I VERTICAL AcrELEAUION e,T 18fC 
8Ql AT .'" 

MPHI 

8~SE LE~Gnl RIGHT LEJT COMRIN!D £8TIMATr" lit 
• IJ 42,5" qA,"" .5,69 3,ll 

1:0 14.21 U,9Q 15.13 1,15_ 
2;0 5,22 ~.81 5.51 3,'~ 
•• t 2.32 2,19 2,36 3,U 
8~1 1.11.1 1,1!If) J ,11 J,lt 
h,~ ,~8 ,'!Itj .56 2.'t 
32,4 ,23 ,2. ,211 l,"" 64.~ ,'" .111' ,e8 l,n 
tZ9~B ,Ill .01 .111 3,'2 

~RM ROUGHNE88 (COUNTS/,i Io4ILf" eo." 
'LExIBLE PAVEMENT S!RVICEAAtLtT¥t 3,4t 

* ••••••••••••••• * •••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ** •••• * ••••••• 

10~0 ,T '~CTION AEGIN8 

GAINRt U'!l5~4 

RAse: LENGTH RIGHT 

52.8(1 
15,U 

tj.27 
2.13 

, 'h'l 
,39 
.u~ 
.W:1S 
.0t 

o 'T FROM START 0, REC 1~ 0' 'llE ~ 

GUNLI tl"'2.1 

4t,7l11 
14.lll 
'.'11 
P,15 

,Atj 
,11) 
.1" 
.0b 
.Gll 

COM8INED 

41.21 
14."S 
5.49 
2,24 

,88 
.38 
, t , 
.05 
.0t 

~!HHUTFO It 

1,11 
3.C;9 
'.cab 
1,'13 
3,41 
1.41 
3.~t; 
3,Al 
l,91J 

~~~ ROUGHNESS (COU~TS/,~ ~ILEll 

•••••••••••••••••••••••• ** ••••••••• ** ••• *** ••• * •• **.*.* ••• **.*** •• 

l 
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************************************************************-*.*** 

rOLUNAUS tH-10 ~R£~SUR~ G~OIJT DEC " -- SEC lA, fB !~slor RIJN 

l~S.t ,T SECTII)N 8EGINS ~ " F'RnM STUT "F RfC OF FILE 
tFIl.E I e. 8fe I 1 RF.C{lRDSI 2.D 

GA!NRI SIUI.Q GAt ~L I C;UQ.b 

Io'MS VERTICjL • C C F.I. E IU T! mJ t~T/UC SIiI) n ~PI Io1PHI 

Rl~E LE~GTIo4 'UGMT LFFT CO"'lH~JE II F'STtlolHED ST 

.15 4t1. 74 41§.Qt 4e..li 1.P 
t~., 1u."q lU.l)b 14.oJ 3.SQ 
2," ".~q ~.23 5."''' a.lI 
4.1 2.~2 2.'" 2. pJ 3.7 1 
A.1 ."'1 l.rJ7 .Q4 3.11 

1b,2 .42 .57 .Sf' 3.1~ 
32.4 .Z§ .34 .2Q 2.70 
blJ~IJ • , 1 .141 .1" 2.82 

UIJ.8 • kill .AS .~4 2.71 

~RIo4 ROIJGHN~IS (COIJ~IT8/.l MILF.'I ~Q.2~ 

FLEXIBl.E PAvEMENT SERVICEARIL TTYI 3.t;Q 

************************************************************.*.*** 

COLUMBUS IH-ll11 PRESSU~E GROUT OEt: 77 
--

SEC 1R, Eft I~SIDF HUN 

J0S~ n SECTION BEGINS (4 F'T F~nM STAQT n, RFr l~ OF 'IL~ ~ 

GU~RI 1\4b.IJ G4 I NL I 54'.0 

R"S VERTICAL 4CCEL!RUInN ('T/SEC sQ, AT ~(lI IoIPHI 

P4SE LEtliGTH RIGHT LEn COIolRINEO EITIMHED St 

.5 "".514 US.6? IJJ.I§A 2.0(.\ 
1 • (I 14.8b 4t.1'5 28.01 2.72 
2:" 5.O0 \0.8'7 7.IJ'7 3.15 
4.1 1. O3 J.13 2.oA 3.16 
8, J .'e. 1.12 t.0CJ J~t" 

h,2 .!1 .'5A ,54 2.IJ/'I 
32." .a3 .2" .25 1.0;1 
04~CJ .11 • t? • t 2 ~.IJi 

U Q :8 .A3 .1d1 .kl1 1. t'7 

MPM ROUGMNF:SS (couNTS/.i MILF'I 73.l' 

FLF.XIRLE P4vFMENT SERvrCE4RILrTYI 3.25 

************************************************************.*.*** 
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*************************************.**************************** 
COLU"1B IJ 8 1M-lit PHES5u\,U:. GIoIIIj)T DEC 17 •• Ur: lA, E8 tNSJD!: RIIN 2 

10S~ FT SECTION BE'GIN!I\ M r:'T ~RI')M STAPl 011" R,.C I)' FTLF 1 
cnLF, ., 8FC: I flf.:CnpO~ I ill 

GAINIH 54Q.! GAlt-lLI 5&19.101 

qMS VERnCA!. ACCFL£RATtn~ (n ISEC srn AT ~~ "1PM, 

luRE LE~GTH RIGHT LE'T CO~BI~JF 0 fSTI"'U[O "iT 

.5 411\.82 4ft. "'5 41.1.&4 3,11 
1,od \5.11 14.4' 1I.1Q 1.Sf! 
2.", 1.I.~2 Iii. U ~.n LI,13 
4.1 2.~H 1.14 2,17 1.'0 
8,1 • ,''It 1.0' .9a '.17 1f1.! .41 .51.1 .49 3.12 

12~1l .2! .,4 .~9 2.1ft 
1.14.Q • t t • Iii .13 2. '12 

lZQ:8 .Vi4 .01; .'" i.12 

041(104 ROUr;HN!SS (COUNTS/.l Io4TI.P: l t 58.51 

FlFXt8LE PAvEMENT SE~Vrr!4BrLITY' l.bt 

************************************************************.*.*** 
tOLlIMBIJS IH-U PRESIURF GAO'IT (lEC 71 •• SEC 18, f" INSI01; "UN ? 

\\-ICi0 FT se:eTtON 9!GIN8 QIJ 'T FQOi'l START 0, REt 10 OP: 'rLe: 

GAINRI 54Q., GAI~LI 549.ti 

RI-48 IIE~TIr. 'L ACCEL Ef< A TT ON rIl'T/14't; SQ\ AT 15~ I>1PHI 

FlAS[ LENGTH RIGHT lEFT COIo4RINtrO ESUhlAHO SI 

~'5 4L1.1t b'.l~ n.b] 1.(45 
t ~ ~ J 5.1/13 lA.f)1 lb.&2 3. 4 u 
2~~ 5.05 •• t~ 5 •• " 1.92 
41'1 1."'4 2.50 2.27 1.71 
a,.t • CUI '.tA 1.l!Il 3.2 4 

l~~a .50 .~'; .52 3.0? 
12.<1 .23 .~Ii .2" 3.07 
bQ~~ • t ~ .1'- .t1 2.98 

U".8 .03 .Ql3 .Bl 1.n 

'CR'4 ROIJr.IoINE'SS (COUNTS/.~ M1Lf!\1 "2. Ii" 

'LEXIBLE PAVEMENT SERVICEABILITV, 3. II!i I 

************************************************************'.***** 
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**************************************************************.*** 
COLUMBUS IH.19 ~~fSSURE GRnUT IofAR 78 •• IEC lA, E'8 I"ISIO~ RUN 

10~t' FT SECTION aEGJNB e 'T FROM 8T ART n, REt OF 'Ite: ... 
tFll.EI Ii IEC' 1 R!CORDR, 22) 

GAlNR, 54".15 GAINL' 534.0 

AMI VERTICAL ACC!LERATtON "T 15Ft SQ) AT 5A I14PH. 

AASE UNGTIo4 RIGHT LE'II'T cnM81NEO ESTIMATE!) ST 

~5 4P1."'0 116,111 43.57 ~.Ib 
1 ~ 0 13.1!iI 14.21 11.e5 1,01 
2.~ ".81 11).111 S.iUI a.l~ 
4 .. 1 2.0'" 2.41 2.25 ].'l 
8.1 .R8 1.13 1.01 l.l7 
lo~2 .52 .1:11 .57 2.A~ 
12,4 .28 .35 .32 2.6'" 
6U.~ .11 .15 .13 2,77 
t29~g ,il4 ,1115 .1115 ~.cs 

M~'" ROUGHNESS (COUNTS/.i toIILE) I 04,,~ 

'LEXIAlE PAvEMENT BERVICEAAILITV, 3,4~ 

**************************************************************.*** 
COLUMRUS t~.t0 PRESSURE GROUT MAR 711 •• SEC 1 R • F.F\ HlsIOF RUN 

1050 J'T SECTION BI!GINI e'T 'ROM START n, REt 1~ !IF FILE 1\ 

GAIN", 154m , iii GAlNlI 53"./) 

~i'\S VERTICAL ACCELERATION ('T/SEC stl) AT 5" "'PH, 
~ASE LFNGTH RIG ... T LEFT C:OMBINf:O EST!II4UEll St 

~s ~i'.~'9 U!.'n 81."'u c.cll 
t' ~ tS. S'" 1"'.01 22.41 1.1"1) 
2'i4 l5.ib 11."1 0.815 3.~'" • 
4~1 i.~4 2,8' 2.4! 3.'i5 
8~1 .en l.t& 1.07 3. tl~ 

Ib,i .51 .58 .55 2.'9c 
12.4 .23 ,2' .25 3.,' 1 
o4~Q .11 • t:\ .12 2."'\ 

12'9~8 .,n .ell .03 3.13 

"'~M ROUGHNESS CCOUr.JU/.2 MILO, o8.fI-; 

FLEXI8L~ PAvEMfNT SERVICEAAILITVI J.J.-

********************************************-***************.*.*** 
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PROGAA~ VEATAC • vERSIDN 1.2 • REVISED m"/~'/81 

****************************************************************** 
COLUM8US IH.1A PRESSURE GROUT Io4AA '" •• SF.C 1 A, E~ !NUDF HUN l 

use ,T S!CTION 8EGiNS " 'T FADM SURT "F REC 0' FILE " (FILE I • SECt t AI!:CORDSI 22) 

laINR. 541.1 GAINL' IJU.tI 

f.lMS V[RTII':4L ACCELERATION ('Tl8!C SQ' AT S" MPHI 

RASF LE'4GT'"4 RIGHT LEn CO/l1l\tN(D ESTl"'AT!D sr 
~I§ 43. '7b 4'S.q2 aa.ea J,t14 

1 ~" 13. CJ8 11.1.18 14.14 3,b3 
I.PI 5.84 15,28 5,1ft 4.08 
4:1 2,'6 2,4, 2,l~ 3.69 
8~t .89 t .11 t."0 3.28 
1O~2 .'U .u .57 l.CJ0 
12' 4 .2e .]~ ,n 2,.t 
.4'Q .tt .1~ .13 2,14 . 
129~8 .1" .~III .15 2 •• 13 

Io4RM ~OUI'iHN!S!It (CoUNTS/,~ MILI't IitS.44 

'LExtILE PAvEMENT SERVtC~ARILtTYt J.4n 

**********************************************************'\******* 
COLUMBUS IH.'~ PRESSURE GROUT MAR 78 •• SEC 1~, ER !NS:tOf RUN ~ 

10150 FT SEC TI ON B£G I NS kl FT I"RO'" IT ART (')tr REC Ir~ OF ftlF. 

G4%NRt 5"'.3 GAINLt S3ft." 

RMS VERT leAL ACCELERATION (FT/S~C SQ' AT 150 MPH, 

RASF LENr.TH RIGHT LEFT COMBINED EST I "'ATf.'O Sl 

~I§ 44.3b 8~."R "~.9' 2.q~ 

1." 10.39 ~~.YI' 18 .21 1.31.1 
2"0 5.21 .,." b,01 3.1& £I:, 2,ll 2.ft3 2,3S 3.01 
8' I .9' t.13 1,0b 3.1Q 

1&'2 .5' ,.' .54 2,96 • 
U:4 ,23 .lI!~ ,25 3.01 
1it4~Q .11 ,t2 .ll 2."2 

12Q." ,"3 .913 .03 3,11 

I>1RoI QOIIr;oIN!lIIS (crJUNTl/,~ ~IL£'t "1t,IIl 

FLEXIALE '.vEMENT S!RvtCE'AI~ITVt 3,42 

**********************************************************.******* 



••••••••••••••••• *.* •••••••••••••••••••••••• * ••••••••••••• * ••••••• 

COLU~RUS !H.l~ PRE.aUR~ GROUT DEC 11 •• 8Fe i~. f8 IN~lDf ~UN 

1~50 ,T S!CTION REGINS e'T '~OM 8T~RT 0, R!C 
('XL!' A SF-C. i AEeo_os. ii' 

I\A!SF LENGTH RIGI'I' 

4',1' 
.4,5e 
1S,15 
i,Z. 

,98 
,'51 
,21 
," 
,01 

J8,Q4 
tl,~" 

G,51J 
t,85 
,It I) 
,43 
,1'" 
,07 
~ BI 

MRW ROUGHNESS rCOUNTS',l MtlE'1 

'LF.xt~L[ PAvEMENT S[~VICEARJlITVI 

CO"'BJNl!:D 

41,85 
11,71 

4,815 2,"'. 
~ql 
,4'7 
,21 
,iii' 
,~1 

1, " 
l.&b 
4,IQ 
J.e~ 
3,111 
3.tQ 
3,2t; 
1,55 
1.QI5 

••••••••• *.* •• *** •• ****.* ••••• ** •••••• ***.**** •• ** •••••••• **.*.**. 

t05A FT SECTION BrGI~8 

GUNAI U'!i'~_ 

QMS VERTICAL ACCELERATION (FT/~FC SQ) AT 51 MPMI 

PU,foIT 

4'!i.~' 
1lI. M 

'5.f>Q 
i,"" 

,Pl .tI" ,17 
.'1.5 .e, 

109 ••• 
28,5] 
8.'5 
2.55 
.'b ,n 
,1" 
,~5 
,~, 

~_M -OUIHNES' (eOUNTS',~ MILf" 

'lEXI8lE PAvEMENT SERVICfA~llITV' 

C.,"'8INEO 

" ... 
U.l1 

&,Q'7 
Z.49 

,18 
.37 
.17 
,05 

.'" 

FSTIMUED 51 

2,'75 
~. t , 
3,1I~ 

3,51 
3.be' 
l,5? 
1.59 
J.R2 
1.R'S 

.*.* ••••••••• *.*** ••••••••• ** ••••• *.**.**.* •••• * •••• *.* •• ** •• *** •• 
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******************************************.**************-,******** 
COLU"1AUS II-I.tlll PRe:SSI)D~ GROIIT "'AR 1e •• SEC lA, e:a Y~UI)F' RU~ 

1~1J" FT SECTION eEGIN~ ~ ,T II'IU'lM STARt Ii' ~FC OF 'TI': ., 
(FIL.E' 1 SEC' 2 RECOROg. 221 

GAINR, \0~~.~ GAINll HHI1.l 

RMS V!RTtCAL ACCELEHATInN en/see IIlQ) AT 5Q1 ~r:t~. 

RASE LENGn~ RIGHT LEFT c.o"'AINED EliITIMATF:I) ST 

.5 J8. fl '" n~'1IJ 42.51 1, t7 
1. (?j 13.,118 15. 14 ) 1~.0b l."a 
2~0 a.1l1 !,U S.AIS 4,'2 
tI, 1 1.~'" I.U 2.14 3."2 
R.S .8 A t.A' .qS 3.J5 
lb~i .lI'5 ,l5lJ • lit'! 1.1-' 
32~lI .~1 .lCi ,21 l,le 
otl:~ .~7 ,n .117 1,'5t 
l!q~8 • 'II ,>4t .1011 3,CI] 

""~'" r.?t')lII';HNFU (COllNTS/.2 "'ILn, ~~.,~ 

II'LEXI8LF PAvEM£~T SfRVICfASJLITV, J.~, 

****************-*********_******************************i.**.*.*_* 

COLUMBU, IH.l~ PRESSURE GROUT ,..AR 7" •• Sft iii, E8 IN~"Ot kUN 

I ~S0 FT SEC:Ttn", RFr,lIJS 0" r:ROM ST 4~T 0 .. RfC 1~ (HI' 'Ill' ., 
latN~1 U~9.~ GU~lI t~a2.J 

IiI"'S VERTteAL ACCEL!RATH'IN tFT/!I!C Sr.ll AT ,'" ~piH' 

':USE LF.:NGTH RIGIo4T LEFT COMRHI[1J E~TI"'ATF.D St 

:5 lEl."f) 45.241 4l."~ l.l~ 
1'1.\1 U.:H la,1I0 1 J.Sb 3 •• 1$ ,'" ".~7 ".n 5.12 I.~Q It 
4.1 1.qa 2.11 ~.16 :;. /4 \ 

~~1 .b4 ,iliA .7f) '.06 
lb.2 .31 .14 .38 1.4~ 

3l~Q .1., • t 0 .17 1.litl 
btl.q .~5 .P!b .flb 1,1'3 

12Q.8 ,~, .~I ,01 3.88 

MR~ ROlJGH~Fs!l ecoU~TS/.t' ~tlF:). 51."4 

~LExtBLE PAvEMENT SERVICEARILITVt ~.71l 

.*****************~*************.*.********.**.*t*********.***_*** 
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****************************************** •• * ••• ** ••• ***.**.**.*** 

COLU~BU~ 1~.la PRESSURE r;QOUT DEC 71 -- SEe 2A, Eij r~lsIDF RllN 2 

11'51'11 FT SECTION BEGINS III '1 FROM SURT I1F FlEe OP" 'tlE q 
tFlLEI ~ SECI 2 RECI1RD!l1 22' 

GAINRI 1061: 1 GAINU t~53.4 

qt04S VERTICAL Ac:cnERATION cn IS~C "Q, AT ~!II I'4PIofI 

RASE LhGTH RIGHT LEFT C:O~BINED ESTIMU!U) Sl 

.IS 46.112 '12.#)2 ". ]2 2.7~ 
1~0 14. 41S 1~.12 2t.5e J.ll 
2,0 5.13 ~.Jt 6.72 1.511 
4,1 2.13 i'.~7 2.4'1 1.I;Q 
8.1 .CJ7 .Qb .q6 ".'n 

1".2 .51'1 .4'5 .48 1.17 
12,4 .23 .l~ .21 ].24 
"11 q .1lt1 • ~'1'7 .1a1 3.55 
12q~" .111 • fit .01 3.qj! 

MRM ROUGHNESS CCOUNTS/.2 ",ILE) 1 I)2.l''' 

FLEwlBLE PAvEMENT SERVICf.A"ILtTVI 3.1Ij~ 

*** ••• ** •• ** •• *.**** •••• *** •• *.**.*.***.***** •• ********.*.******** 

COLU~8US IN.l~ ,REISURE GROUT DFC 77 .- Sft:: 2R, F'~ I"ISlOF FlIlN ? 

1"'50 FT 5!'nIfiN 8EGlNS III 'T 'ROM STaRT OF Ree Hl OF 'IL! Q 

GAINRI 1116t:l GAI~Lt 1053.~ 

Q"'S VERTICAL ACCElERATION t"'/SH S~' U !'~ 1411"'1 

I;aSE U:II/GTH QIG ... T L!'T CO"'8INEC f:STIM&TF.O 51 

~5 45.61 4A.4' 47."5 '.17 
1 : ?I t~.U 1~.'5 t t;. In '.5? 
2~H 5. 70 5.55 5.tl2 J •• 1 
",t 2.44 2.19 2.i!7 ~.1i'1 
13.1 .81 .61 .74 1.71i'1 

if) ~2 .40 .ll .16 1.'54 
12.4 .17 .lc. .17 1.5q 
64~' .~6 .1115 .~115 '.81 
12q~A .~2 • III 1 .1111 3.l'2 

IoIRM ROUGHNESS tcoUNTS/.~ MILE' 1 53.'11 

FLFWIRLf PAvFM~NT IERvtCEAAILrTVI 1.74 

*.** ••••• * •••••• *** ••••••••• ***.*.******* •• **** •••• *********.*.*** 
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****************************************************************** 

COLUMBUS 1101-10 PRfS8UR~ GROUT M4R JA -- 6ft 2A, £8 t~IIDF Rij~ 2 

10S0 FT SECTIO~ REGINS 
"tLEI e S!CI 2 

GUN~ I 101j'~CIJ 

o FT FROM ST4RT O~ REC 
RlCOR£'I81 lZl 

WMS V!RTICAL ACCELERATIO~ "T/SEC IQ) AT ~~ MPHI 

:57 .!is 
12,88 
4.1" 
I.CJb 

.118 

.45 

.21 
,A' 
.i'1 

OS. In 
t!5~>.1 

11.45 
2.11 
l.~~ 

• !UI 
,25 
• PIT 
~0S 

COMUNED 

42,88 
t 4 .il8 
~,QJ8 

2.15 
.95 
.50 
,23 .9' 
,"I 

158,14 

£STIMATF.n 5t 

1. t1 
1,63 
Q.lt 
3.81 
'-'.'1:1 
3.tV' 
1,10 
1,1152 
3,"& 

*********.******************************************************** 
COLUMBUS 1~.IB PRESSURE GROUT MAA 18 •• 8fC lR, E~ "~SIDf RUN 

105A FT SECTION A~GTNS 0FT FROM START I')~ REC lA n, 'IL! l' 

GliNRI 11ll59.1~ &AJNLI ,Allt,a 

RIoIS VUTICAL 4CCELEUTION ('TlSFC SQ) n !!III! M.Ht 

RASE U:~jI;TH RtGIoIT I,.("T COMBtNEO ESTYMATE'n '" 
~r; ]9,81 51.46 1!5,q~ J, " 

I .11 U,08 10.14 n,ftl 1,5' 
2'~ 5.01 115.8l1 5,40 ],~~ . 
"~I 1,Q4 2,~CiI 2,',I 1.'1 
1,1 ,&5 ,87 .'b ].~b 

h;2 .12 ,I] ,:57 1.5" 
1Z." .10 ,18 ,11 l,5t; 
64,CJ ."5 ,06 ,05 1,17 

tZCJ~8 .~1 ,112 .01 1.815 

MRM QOUGHNEBS tCOljNT!/.iJ I4JU!) I 53.]' 

FLEXIBLE PAvfM!NT SERVICEA8tltTVI 1.'11 

-***************************************-*****************,.******* 

2 
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*********************************************************** ... ***** 

~AI~'IELD t~-4~ P~E'5U~F. GROIIT NOV 11 
-- SEC u, sa OUTST DF RU,,-, 

I~S~ ,T S~CTION 8EGI~S v. n FROM START OF R!C 1 0' FILE 
(FILEI*lb39 ~P.:C,*U R~enltM I * t 64t" 

(JAhRI 'U5.0 r.AINI.' '5 40.9 

~"s VERTICAL ACCELE~ATT(VJ (FT/!'EC SQ' AT 15" "IPHI 

F-A s~ LENGT\04 "Pi'" T un COMttUJEO F.STIMATFf) !'l 

.s Q.!.i I1 4~.Jl 41.2b ~olq 

'~Il 1J.l1 11. ql 1l.sq 3.'~ 
2,1·; 3."q 3.'!i1lJ 3.52 0 0 61 
4.1 1.~8 1.~CI l.lIq 'ou?, ".1 .~111 .84 .el Jo~b 

1"~2 .4'1 .51 .51 1.117 
12,4 ,U .11 .2] l.'/! 
b4.~ .06 .1117 .0b 1.b2 

tlq~lJ .~2 .0o? .02 3.-;0 

~1H '" RI1UG"it.lESS tCOUIIITS/.2 "'IL~l. 43.11., 

~I ~xIHLE "vE"'ENT SE~VICEA~ILITV. l.qo 

************************.**************************.************** 

FAIRFtELn p~-4S P~ESSIJ~F t;~OUT NO\! 71 -- SEC 1 ~, S" nl/TSTUF RUN 

UI)Ii f:'T S'CTImj BEGINS A 'T FRO'" START OF ~Er. 
,., nF 'It f 

GAI~ql '5J1J.CII r.AtNL' '5 4 \\. q 

~MS VI!RTIClL ACCEURATloIII ('T/SF.e I(n AT s~ ,",Plot, 

FUSE LE/ljGTH qIGI1T LHT CI)~4RIN!D E!liTIMHEI) 5T 

~5 lq.(jjJ .t.lf! 4~'.0q 102,' 
1;0 12.04 ".1'5 ,1.tlQ 3.81 
2,t] 3.tl1 ].'3 1.f)8 Qo~l 

4.1 1.1~ 1.18 1.14 4
0
,q 

15.1 1.IdS 1.17 1.13 1 0 "''1 
Ht~~ .71, .R& .81 ?ol1 
J2:4 .(12 .4 0 .4S ,.q~ 

bil.Q • I I .14 .12 I. ~~1 
uq." .O] .1It4 .01 J.ln 

",51'" ~OU"~N~as (COUNB/.' MILF." 6f!.qo 

FLExIRL£ PAvEMENT S~RVIC!ARILIT¥I J.4(l1 

**********************************************************-******* 
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**************************.****************************** •• ****.*** 
'URFIELO IH-45 PRF.SSURE GROUT NOV '77 -- SEC U, S8 nl)TiTo!' ~UN i! 

tJIJ0 ,r Se:CTIOlol 8EGINS o n ~RO'" ST.AT OF ~Er. t OF 'IU~ ? 
tFtLU 2 SF.Ce l RECaRDSe in 

ru INRI 51S. '\ GUNLt C;4t.fJ 

RMS VERTICAL &CCELEIUTION (n/SEC SQ' AT ~t'I '1PHt 

1iI&~[ L!NGTH RIG~T lFFT CO"'R t~jED F.STHUTFI'> SJ 

,5 :n .1i! 4". Z1 ]8.1_ J.ll 
1," 12.15 11.53 t~.ll.l ~.7R 
2.PI 3.1.10 1.S3 l, "" 4.bb 
4,1 t. ~~ !.4A 1.41.1 4.~6 
8,1 .75 ,82 ,79 1,'1 

It-,2 ,4J .48 ,4§ '5.~1.I 
32,1.1 • tIS ~ " ,1 b l.~'" 
'4,Q ,0b • ~1 .~& 3.&5 

Uq.1\ e 02 ,02 ,92 3.&3 

'Hl'4 ROUGHN!U (COUNTS/.i MILne 3~,3~ 

FL~XTRLE P&V!"'ENT 8!RVICEABtLTTYI 4, , , 

*********************************************************.'**-***** 
,. rRFlELn tH-4'5 PRESSIJR! (;ROIIT Nnv 1'7 -. o;~e , ~, ,t:J ('1'.IT~Tll~ RU'II ? 

ll1J-;1!I FT SFCTlnN BEG!NS ~ 'T FRO"" SURT nF WEe ~ I.i OF Ftu 

G&INIH 5JJ.3 IU!Nl.I 5"\,b 

qlo4S VP:RTtCAL .CCI!L ~R ATt O~i ,,, /~Fr. ~!H AT 5('1 '1PH, 

~AqF. LENGTH RYGHT LEFT COM~HJED ESTI"'lTF.D ST 

,S 4'5.2Q 4'.4~ 4l.J~ 1.\& 
1. ~ 15.07 11.b3 13.3'5 '5.oq 
2~"' '5,21 J.8' 4.'52 ",'\1 
4.1 i!.0~ l.n 1.~7 l,'n A: 1 1,21 1,23 1,Z3 ~.ql.l 

tb.i? .~~ .8_ ,84 l.l° 
12~" .U .0_ ."b I.QIl 
&4~Q .12 • 1 r; .1" 2 •• 7 
'l~.A .0' .~3 .ilJ 3.'5 

"'R'" ~OI.lGi~~!~S (CQUNTS/.2 MIU'I ''',2Q 

FLExIRLE PlVflo4ENT SE~VICU"ILTTY, 3.21 

**************.******************************************~******** 
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*.**.***************.********************************************* 
F AT ~F tEI.D 111-41) PRFSSU~F GROIlT APR '711 -- SEC, lA, SR I'll!T~II'\E RUN 

\W:;i(1l FT S!CTlON REGINA ~ n j:ROM START OF R~C 1 OF FIl~ 
rnLEI*ti)'1C, SFr;.*tb IifECnlifr)s. * US?) 

IU INRI l~bZ~'7 GUNL. t ""8, '7 

"'104ft \/ERTTCAL 'CCELERATlo~ tFT/S!C Ila AT ~£'II MPrtl 

lUlU: l.ENliTM RIGHT LUT C()"kINEO FST!MHFO Sy 

~"i 3~,3'7 41.0] 38, ", 3,Z2 
1 : ~l 12,'" It,'7ca tl,90 3,ij~ 

l " J,41 1,'7" 3,'h (I,fl5 . , 
4,t l,05 1.~ca 1,52 _,l9 
8,1 ,81 .~A ,8~ 3,51 

1b,2 .5. ,t;.., ,52 3.02 
11',1,\ .23 ,lll .lLl 3,1"' 
b".~ .liIb .~'7 .~'7 J,S~ 
12q~A ."'2 ,112 ,02 3.'5& 

fIR'" ROfJG~f~P:SS fcnU~J' 9/,2 MILE'I US,'II 

FLEXI81.F. I'lVF.ME~:T Sf'IoivTr.F.:AFlILtTVI 3,~t; 

****************************************************************** 
FAtR'IELD 1101-4-'; PRfSSUQF. GWOIJT APQ 18 -. SH, I R, SR 0'JT4:1I")E RIIN 

''''511 FT SEtTlOr. A(CiINS v, FT f~O"" START OF RFC 10 OF ~'TLE 

GAINIof. 1~b2,., GAINLI 10 4 11.'7 

1-#"''5 VtlO?TICAl 'Cr.f.'I~EIU TIt')N tFT IUC 5(U AT 51'1 "'Plol. 
1<" "F. LE'NGTH RTGI'4T LE" CO"'BIN!I'J f!ilTIl4lT,n "T 

.s '~.IJS 41.lil litl.53 l.?;j 
\. ,] 1l,1~ 11.1" 1 ~.22 3, '7'7 
2'" 5.1~ 3,q;! ti,5~ 4.3A • 
". 1 iI.2,~ 1. q\~ l,l6~ 3.qf,l) 
B.l 1.21 1.l5 t • i!3 l.~li 

16,? ,8~ .q? ,8b 2.1" 
32.4 ."1 .51 ,47 1.88 
1)4~q .11 • III .13 ~ • .,q 

12~.l' .11'1 • 'JIll ,1.'4 1.~~ 

'lR~ ROUGHNESS fClJu~T~/.? ~ILE11 n.il 

FLE~lqL! ~'V!~ENT S!RVTC~A8tLtTvl :5.1 b 

************************************************************.***** 
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••• ***** •• ****** •• *****.* •• * •••••••••••••••••••••••• * ••• *.*.* ••••• 

'AIR'IEV' !H-4~ PRr.SSU~F. GROUT 4PR 78 -. SHe tA, SR nUT!IIlol RU~ ~ 

1"50 n SII'CTION I\F:GI~S r4 'T '"0''' SURT 0' REt 1 0' 'ILE ., 
tFJL~ • i 8FC' 1 R~COR!H; • l]) 

GAl~~1 UU.~ G4tNLI nl'l,.e 

"I'4Q II!FlTlCAI ACCELEIUTtnN ('f/S!'C SIH AT I§~ MPI-I, 

fUSE. LENGTH (:lIGHT LE'T COll48INfO E~TI"'ATF.D ST 

,'i 3b.H 4~.A2 38.'5l! 3.~i' 
1 , ... 12. ~IJ 't.7] II.qe 3.7Q 
?,~ 1.1' J.6' 1.51 ~.e.7 
a,1 1.4~ 1.156 t .5 t oJ. Ii:~ 
>1.1 .,q .111 .83 3.~~ 

h,2 .45 .1§1 .Cl8 1.1& 
J2.ij .11 .1 Q .1" 1.t;~ 
"4~q • ,n .i1 • iii' J.~n 
UQ.~ .~2 .1112 ."'i! '.141 

io4J;HI ROUr,HIIIEU (rou~TS/.'- "'ILE" 4i.4c; 

FL'.XI~L~ ~.II~MENT SERVICEUILI TV, 4.1d' 

*.* ••••••••••• * •• * ••• *.* •••••••••••• *.*.*** ••• **.* ••• **.* ••••••••• 

FA Y~FIEL" JIoi-4r; PRuaURF GRnUT • .-R 18 -. ~fe • 1 " , Sa nllTqlr-E RlJN 2 

ti1~CI! FT :3Er:Tln~J BE(;IN5 ~ 'T nWM STA~T "II' riFe hi OF 'YLE 2 

r,A!NQ, U~i .5 (a I "JLI 1"'41. b 

RillS IIE~TICAL AcrfL~IHTr"N (FT/SFC !HP A1 Ii'" ~PH' 

~4'E LF..~r;TH qIG~T LEFT ~n~8INF.D FSTIMATED Sy 

~5 'n.4<; alll." t 41.8f' l.tb 
t~~ 16.1'5 11.1§2 14. tl 1.&1 
2,~ b.l q 1.Q2 S.idS 4.12 
4.1 2. tti I.Q' l.:h) 3 •• l! 
'! • 1 1.34 l.lZ 1.13 a."~ 
1~~2 .AI§ .Qlj .QP! 2.~7 
l?a .4'5 .~3 .4Q I.~t 
b4~9 .ll • t r; .1~ 2.~3 
Uq~9 .0\ .~II • "l:\ 1."'6 

Io4R", ~O"I;iolNF.~~ (COUNTS/.2 ~ILE" R§.I-; 

FL~.J~LE ~AV~~'~T ~ERVIC!lA1L lTV, i.~CI 

*.* ••• * ••••••••• * ••• * ••••• - ••••••• * ••••••• * •••••• * •• * ••• *.* ••••••• 



•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
frAIHFtf"LO I~·IIC; P~f!S8UR' QROUT ~OV 11 •• SFt: 2A, 88 nlJT81D~ !HI'" 

'~I!i" FT !'rCTln'j 8EGINS 11 'T F~nM STUT "IL' R~e t OF , II ~ , 
(FTLEr ~ SHI 2 RECO'U')S I ill 

r.HNRI 5U~'7' GAP'L I cilq.l 

RM! VERTICAl. ACC~L!RATION tFT IS~C Sg, AT S" "'P~I 

RUe: l.P:NGTIot RIGHT LEFT COMBHIE["I E8TIMATFn ST 

.-; 117."'1 45.2~ 4ft.lei J.'l 
1:0 ll.~ I '2~"t il. Qt 3.7? 
?~ ,.) 3.12 J.66 3.10 lA.ln 
U~I 1.4J l.a", 1.lAi <I.UQ 
8~1 .~5 • flo •• 0 3.8<1 
lo~~ .1b .31.; .30 3.~5 
l".ll .15 .15 .I~ 1 •• ~ 
614.Q .ell • ¥Ill • !!Ill l.n 

12q:R • ~~ I .'" .!.i1 4.1' 

"4R"I ItOL)QHNI!:SS ceOUNTS/.l MIU\I n." 
'L!~I8LE PAvFMENT SERVICEA8ILITYI lA.2, 

••••• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * •••••••••••••• * •••••••••••• 

t~S~ FT SFCTIUN BEGINS 

GATNRI 53J~7 

B 'T '''~M START OF REC 1~ 0' 'ILF- , 

GAINlI 1IS3Q.l 

~rGHT 

uq.,,, 
18.ft! 
0.17 
1.10 

.9& 

.58 

.ib 

.IZ 

.133 

'HI. IS 7 
Il.II, 
3.92 
1.~Q 
.80 
• IS 0 
.27 
.14 
.5'4 

MRM ROUr.HNESS (CoUNTS/.~ ~!LE\I 

Fl.E~rRLE P'vF~ENT Sf.RVICEARIlITYr 

COIo4~IN£n 

"'.1'7' 
U.~I 
5.04 
t.8Q 

.91 

.5,," 

.27 

.13 

.01 

ESTIM,,!n ST 

3.11 
J.5) 
".li 
".~CI 
1.41 
~.I/!~ 
2.8q 
i." 
1,01 

~ •••• *.* •••••• * ••••• ' •••••••• ' •••••••• * •••• ' •••• * ••••••••• -••••••• 

141 

1 
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**************************************************************.*** 
HIAFtEI.I) 1 .... 4~ PPUSURE GROIlT ~nv 77 -. SEC iA, StI nuTS T 011: PUtI l 

,ISl4 ,T SfCnON BEGINS " FT F~n'" SHRT n, RfC 1 0' FILl=: LI 

"lL.E' , SECI '2 ~!CO~DS' ill) 

11 AI NIH '5:U.A Gil I Nt.. 5/J~.q 

RI18 VeqUr:AI. ACCEI.EIU Tlo~J (n ISEC SI"I) AT IS" '"'PHI 

PIne I.f!~!;"~ UGH" I.EII'T COMIHNE'D F.STIMATEI') !I'T 

.5 1.14,4. 46,152 OS. lSi'! 3.1" 
\.~ 11,U 12,14 U.~8 '.H 2~0 ],1" 1.81 1,16 1I,!8 
1,1,1 1.3S t.IIS '.1.1 111 1.1,5';' 
8,1 .6 4 .e.7 .011) 3.64 

11>,2 .36 .1f» .30 3.55 
12 .. 4 .14 • ,1.1 .14 1.71 
u~~ .04 .fl4 • lila 3.~q 
t2Q~e .el .01 • .4\ 41.11 

"'P~ IWUGHN!81' (COUNTS/.i ·4!LE" 53.A", 

Fl£XIRI.F PAVEMENT aE~VICEA"II.ITY, ".2 .. 
**.*********************************************.********t··***.*.* 
FAIAFlfl.r) IH .. 4"i PRESSURE GRIlIIT N!lV 71 •• SEC 28, S8 OUTSIOE' IitUN '2 

to;~ FT 'iFCTION AFGIlliA III FT ,"n~ START nil' REt: U OF FILE 

raI"'PI ,:sz.e GAI~lll 54~.q 

IHoIS ~IP'ICAL ACCEl!1U TtnN f'''Se:c IIH " 5~ MPIoiI 

FlUe: le;'IGTIoI RIGHT len eO'""HNfD EST!MATEI) St 

~5 41.84 44.3~ 4"'.11 J. tJ 
l~d 15,152 U.ll 13,'2 J.tI'; 
2.~ 4.441 1,'" 4.14 t.I,l.IC; 

"~1 1.'8 1,61 1.U 4.28 
A,! ,'I! ,81 .e. 1.44 

10.2 .'" ,l§V. ,5 111 3.11 
32.1.1 .2f» .21 .ll 2.~t 
e.4~~ .12 .14 .ll '1.71' 
12.~A .0~ .~I.I .~1 3.t3 

MAM qI'lUi;IiN[SS fCOUNTl/.2 MilE'" 48,4~ 

FLEXIBLE PAvEMENT SE~VIef'BTlrTY' 3,A, 

****************-******************-***************.**********.*** 
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**************************************************************.*** 
'UHFtEI.O IIoI.~5 PRP.:UUR! G~nIlT AII'P '" -. SF-C, ~A, 8j:\ nIlHI'lE Rll~ 

h'514 'T S£r. TJ ON BEGI toll ttl FT ,~O'" STA~T 011' I'l,:'C t 0' 'ILE , 
(FILF'1 1 SEC' i? ~t=:COQIHi • 12) 

GATNRI 11,.,2 ~!I G-INL' '048.~ 

_~S IJEI<TI~AI. ACCF.LEIUT ION (FT 18fC Stn AT 511' "'1'1-11 

'USf' LF~GTI-I RIGIoiT LEn CO~8INEO F S T JliU T!' I) Sf 

,e:; t1".I" 110 •• , 'l,lt> 2.oli1 
1~v1 4],015 U.l!l l'.5o 1.'7~ 
2,~ 1~.72 1,67 '.19 l,H 
4~1 l.U 1 •• 41 2.U l.82 
~ .1 .~9 •• 8 ,.,9 l,U 

to.z .40 .1" ,38 J,47 
1?," • 115 .15 ,15 1,71 
64 •• .,.14 .04 ,i!! l,en 

t~q.13 .01 .. "It .11 4.0& 

"'"'" QO'lGHNF."~ fr.r1UNT'I.~ Io11LF't -;1 .. ~1l 

'L~xlalE PAIJF.ME~T SERVICEA81LITY, 3,'71') 

*****************************************.********************.*** 
~AtRFIEL" 1M-lAS PRES~II~F: t;~OIIT AP~ 18 .... SF!:. 28, SA OUT~I'~t. RIJ~ 

1 "'''iii! n SF.CTtr)t1 "EGI~S , FT "RO .. START 0' PEr H1 nF 'tLf: l 

lU 1 NR t t'~f>2,a GAlNLI 111141',2 

QMS VEIIlTYr.U ACCELEIH T I n~; (n ISEC SQ) AT Sill MPWI 

~AqE I.ENGTH ~IGIotT LFlfT CMRJNED ESTIMATEO Sf 

.5 1 46.bQ 111,94 14'5,29 l."'~ 
1 JI O~. I t; 1~,l5l H,n 2,'" z' .) I II, qr~ , • .,4 9.42 2."" • 
~~l 4.;)1 t."? 2,87 1.ClI 
8.1 t,32 .93 l,ll '5.l(\q 

lb.i! .~15 .1)2 ,54 i."p, 
]?~" ,2b ,a~ .l~ 2.cn 
Q4~C; .12 ,t4 ,tl 2.73 
1I'~8 ."'3 ,04 ,Ill J.0Q 

MIolM C>OUGIi"ESS (COWns, .'- MIL!!"I "'''.13" 
'LE~IRLE 'AvEHfNT 5ERV reUB II. tTy, J.11 

******.*.**.*.**********************.*************** •• **** ••••• * •• 
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****************************************************************** 
FAI~nELI) T .... 4C; PREIIURE G"OUT APR 78 -. SEC. ~A, It' OiJT<;JI'( RIIIII &! 

1050 FT !tECrroN A!GINS j(I 'T FROM START nF REr , O~ FIlF 'j 

'FILE I II 8~CI l R!CORDSI &!2) 

t;lI~R I '''61.CJ GAINLI ,"48,i 

.qM~ \/f.RTICAL ACCEL!RATIO~' t'T/R!r. SIiI) AT ~~ MP~I 

!USE LENGTH IUG~T LEn cnM~lI11F~ ESTII4ATED ST 

.-; ail.l' 44.21 4J.l~ 3.'6 
t~~ 12.b5 It.!2 U.VJ9 l.7a 
'-,J J.b5 1.'" 3.0b 4.b2 
4.1 t.3f> t.08 1,12 4.18 R., .05 ."" .,' l.8l 

Ih,2 .n .17 .J'7 1.5~ 
J2.(& .14 .1t; .14 3.1C; 
"",q .A4 .(114 • !lit! 3.9A 
t2~ ./} ."'1 .011 .11'1 4.IIIQ 

",A "4 RO'lliHIIIE8S (CO'JNT 51. 2 "41U'1 J4.VI'I 

~LEXIRLE PAvEMENT SERVtCEABTlITVI 4.2e; 

****.***************************************.*.*.***.******, •• *.*** 
FA tRFIELO IH.l.IlIi PIIESSURF. I';I\O'IT APR 1~ •• S~r:. lB, SA I")U'rr; 1)£ RUN 2 

11l1'5~ FT SFCTION ftEGINS ~ I'T FRI'lM START n, REt 10 OF FTLE 

GAiNR. Ubl.C'i GAIIIILI 10 48.1 

IU4' \/!RTICAL ACr.nEUTtON I'T IS!C aQ, AT ~'" "'P~I 

RASE L!NGhI RIG",T LEn cnMIiINf'[) E'STIMATED st 

.5 Ei8.1b 41.J8 b~.I\'7 .?.A~ 
I,.:) 25.25 't."" 18.bl 1,11 
2,1' '7. JfJ 1.'iI 5.5t 3.9<; 
4.1 2.l' t. '75 2. QI2 1.CJ] 
8,t , • ~2 ,C'il .Q8 3.]' 

10.21 .51 .52 .52 3. '~4 
32.4 .15 .n .26 ?9b 
flu'Q .12 .1 4 .11 2.74 
12":~ .~n .·~4 .iI] 3."'7 

"IRI4 RO'lG!oIIIIES8 lCOLINT 8/.) Io4tlEh 5'.4t 

~L~XleL€ PAvEMENT IE~Vte!A8tLTTVI l •• ~ 

.*.*****************************_*********J****************1 •• ***** 
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•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

l~S~ ,T SECTInN 8fr.tNS 
('tL!1 ~ 8ftl 1 

o ~T FRnM START O~ RfC 
FlI!:COPO!!ll 2 t , 

]ct.til'5 
tt. 8b 
3. 1 i~ 
1.37 

.'7fJ 

.'*" .20 

.fl1 

."2 

LEFT 

41.11j 
11.52 
J.8~ 
1.blll 
.~1 
.t;c; 
.2~ 

.'" .12 

~PM ROU~HN'AB teOUNTA/,1 Mll!\' 

'L!XleL~ PAvE~ENT SERYIC!A8JLITV, 

lIt.lI'" 
12.bQ 
1,62 
1,48 
,85 
,5t 
,ill 
,'8 
.~2 

J,tq 
3.,a 
4,0' 
G,G? 
3.S::!' 
\. ftA 
3.A"i 
].4v! 
1,'52 

•••••• , ••• *** ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• "'. 

t0~~ ~T SFCTION R!GINS 

~IGHT 

45,111 
14,57 
4,~r; 

1.'0 
t • \~ 

,qq 
,0" 
.11I 
,04 

~R~ ROUGHNESS (cnu~TS/.! ~tL!" 

'LEXI8LE PAvtME~T SE~VlcrABtlITV' 

COMBINED 

al,2~ 

13,~1 
3.81 
1.8l 
1.26 

.93 .4' 

.tC! 
• a 1.1 

ESTlIolATfO n 
1.t Q 

3,1\ 
4,5~ 

1.1,11 
2,CH 
2,~1 
I,ft" 
l,eR 
i!.Q1 

*.* •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *., •• , ••••••••••••• ,* •• 
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* •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * •••••••••••• * ••••••••••• * ••••••••• 
~~I~FIELD JH.a5 IltRE&8IlRE GROUT NOV .,., -. SEC Ii, Sf' JNS (r-E !:tUN 2 

tillJi~ ,T !i\!CT!nN BEG!NS .. 'T 'AnN ST,RT ", AEt I OF FILE ,.. 
("L.Ft I) 8~C' t R!COltD8. It) 

raINRt 'ni,1 GUNlt ~41.t 

AMS Vf:RTtCAl. ACCEL'RATION (""SEC SQ) AT ~'" MIiNt 

~U.SE l.ENr..TH RIGHT LIi"T COMBINED eSTJMATED 8t 

,Ii 4(01,21 4A.41 l!l.31 .'.11 
t. " t,.At Il,lII;? 12,SI ],1" 
d~" 3."" 3,1' 3.04 4.03 
1I. 1 1,3Q 1.151 1,48 ".£1'\ 
R~t .?A .8' .8S 1,'5a 

10,2 ,1.10 ,155 .1Ji1ll 3,\118 
12,4 .ev- • «til .14 J.""" 04.9 . ,,., .e, ~n S.S~ 

1lq .8 .10\2 .el .eiP S.54 

MMM !:tOUQIoCN!SS (CDUNTl/.' NIL.f't 41.34 

FL~~I~LE P'VEMENT .ERVtt!&BtLITV. Ii. PI iii 

•••••• **.** •••• * •••••••••• ** ••••••••• * •••••• * ••••• ** ••• * ••••••• *.* 

'UItFIELI"I !N-O!J It~ESSUR! GROUT NOV 11 -. 8!e till. a8 T!\IlttlE PUN 2 

1"5" ,1 8ECTION BEGINS " 'T ,,,nN BURT OF ~(C U 0' FILE' h 

G&tNRI Sla,1 QUNU 5 6 1.1 

RN! VUTtNL 'CCEL!U nON (".,srr. sIn AT U MPH. 

eUE L.[",GTH HIGHT lnT eQM,.rIllEO ESUI1AT(1) IT 

.15 ]8.io 4~.n 41~0~ 3.lS 
I~A 11,S? 11,11 12,11 S.11 
2,0 1,51 1,eUI 1.16 4.58 
4.1 1,"S t." 1.8t 4.12 
8't 1,115 t,n 1.i4 I,qz 

to'2 .80 ,0& .Oi 2.1S • 
32." ,411 .414 .4 ? 1,88 
btl q .13 ,14 .11 2.12 tiff:" .0:1 .e4 .03 J,01§ 

~IRIo4 ROUQIoI~Eas (COUNTS/., 14!L!'t n.~., 

'L.EXI6LE PAvEMENT 'I~Y!CE'8rL!TVt 1.21 

·*·**.·.** •••• ** •• ••• •• t ••• ** •••• ******* •••• ** •••••• ** •••• ** •••••• 



*****.**** ••••• *.** •••• * •• * ••• *** ••• * ••••••••• *.************.***.* 

FAIQFIELn Hi-US PRI!SSUR!' GROUT APij 18 -. 6EC. U. 8a !'"9 TO, RljN 

t0r; .... "T Sll'eTJO~ BEGINS ~ FT FJfM4 STAIlT OF R[C 1 OJ FIL! III; 

C'FTlf:t 15 8FC' 1 ~Er.OPI)S. 12) 

GAlNR I tsbA.~ GAl'iLt 1l1'1Std.t 

,,"'S vERTlrAl AeCF.UIUTtON (,T/Ste sa) AT lieo ~PHI 

pur LENQTH RIGMT LE,T CD"'BlNED ESTtMATFn ST 

.5 ']CJ.11 42.19 "1'iI.bb 3.2.d 
1~" ll.iR t2.QLI Il.8b 3.~ , 
~, .1 l.o~ 1.Rt 1.1tl 4.b~ 

",I 1.117 '.04 1.S5 4.1~ 
1"<\.1 .1~ .CJl .86 l.St'. 

lb.l .4J7 ."l& .52 1.~1~ 
]2~4 .IA .1Q .n ].01 
1:14.9 .~, .1 ~ ."8 l.ll 

129;,. .0l .Cl2 .02 1.5,) 

Mill" ROllGHNf: !tS (Cn tltJT8 /.2 "'ILF.\' qS.&fo 

'LfxIALE PAV~MF.NT 8EkVIC[A8ILTrVt J.QlI 

*** •• ******* •• *.* •• *** •• ****** •• * •• ** ••• ** •• ****** •• * •••• ***.* •• *. 

LEFT 

241.12 
.0.81 
l~.lb 
G.t4 
1.bl5 
1.03 

.t;1 

.14 

."'4 

t4111.,S 
]Ci.B'f 

CJ.i§Z 
C!.lJb 
t.42 

.Ob 

.49 

.11 

.~l 

i' • I "\ 
2.11; 
2.71 
1.IlI 
?oq 
I.Q,., 
1.81 
~.72 
3. ViIS 

***.** ••• ** ••••• **.**** ••• *****.*** •• * •• **.****.******.******* •• *. 
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*********.**********************************.*************~*.***** 

FUR'IEU' tH.4~ P~1!8SIJRf' G~OUT '''R 18 •• SEC. tA, SA T ~'S T OJ RIJ~ l 

n.r;~ FT SECT InN ~Er;l"'S <I 'T FROIo4 nART n, RH t OF 'ILF ~ 

CJ'!LE' b S!CI 1 RF.Ct'lR"SI ZZ) 

GA!N~I IjtJe~9 ClAlNL,1 !i'35.Q 

\o!MS VERTICAL ACCElERATION ('T/S!C 80) AT 15" MPIolI 

"ASE" LEII/CiTI-i RIGHT LH'T COIo4BINED !STIMAT£O U 

:! tlkI.7b 44,13 42,1"'1 l.n 
1 • " U.53 13~01 12.80 ] ,1'1 
2," 3.77 3.q1 1.87 4.511 
tI,t t. 41Q 1.01 t.58 4.311 
A.I .80 .Q2 .8b 3.41' 

lt1.2 .41 .lib .52 1.04 
32,1.4 .ll) .2Q .25 3.02 
btl.~ .'" • 11' • ""I! 3.1fl 
12'~& .ail .~2 .0Z 1.!1 

Io4R~ FlOUGI'HJESS (COUNTS/.l Io4IL"1 "b.~o 

FlEXIRL~ ~AVE~ENT 'ERVtC~'BYLtTv, ].QiI 

****************************************************************** 
rAIR'lELO 11',."5 P~ESSURE GPO"T APR 78 •• SEC. t"', 58 INSTilF RlIN i 

tl'l50 FT S£CTION B!GI~8 o n FROM START UJ" REC l~ nF" 'ILf ., 

GAIN~. 54t1.8 GUNLI 51'5.Q 

IiIMS VERTICAL ACCE\..E~AT ION (FT/8E:e SIH AT 5p, MPH, 

RASE LEI,IGTIoI RIGHT lE" COMBINf'D ESTIM4T~D ST 

.5 41r1.5i 41&.1§0 43.Sl 1, U. 
1 • ~l 12.t Q ''3.4~ 12.82 J...1l 
2,0 3. Qb 11.24 ". tI, 1l.lIb 
tI.t 1.8'1 2.~~ 1." ".01 
A~I 1.1' \.3q 1.2' 2.8. 

lb" 2 .R8 l.el .95 t.'4 
12'11 .41 ,51 ,49 1. 8~1 • 
b4~ .13 ,1 4 .11 2.70 
li'~8 .13 .R4 .111.1 3."'0 

"'R~ POUGHNFSS (COUNTS/.' MILt"' I 79.]q 

FLF.XIBL,F. PAvE~!NT 8ERVltEARILITVI 3.1~ 

***********.****************************************************** 



*****************.****.*************************************.*.*** 

'AIA~IELO IH-4' PR!.IUAI Q~OUT NOV n 
_. 

SEC ZA, S6 TNSt"!! RUlli 

to'S0 FT SI'.CTION BEGINS 
" " I'll"'" SUQT 0' RH 1 OF' FILE , 

t~rt.E'1 1 I!'Ct a A!eOPDSI u, 
GUNA. SJ2.Q GAINLt 540.~ 

~",a VUTICAL ACeELERATI(')~1 tll'T/n:C 8tH AT ilia MPHI 

IJH! I.!PojGTH R!GIoIT LI!" CI')MPlHI!n UTIMH£D 8T 

~'i 4!!i.U 46i.U IS.h J,U 
1 ~ 1\ 13,Al U,t5 1],28 J.Il" 
2~\oJ l,U 1.'b J.'" 4.5A 
4.1 t.)1!) 1.4~ l."~ 4.51 
8~1 ."4 ,"'" ,&7 J.8? 

\6;2 .11 .lb .lll 1.01 
3l.1I .tl .1b .1 4 1.7~ 
o".~ .fI. .111~ ."5 1.8~ 

tn.4 .,.'11 .tl ,1f11 A,I'I" 

NRto! ROUGHNl'SS (COUNTS/.2 NILE'll JI.bl\ 

'LEXIBLF. PAvEMEPojT SIRVIC£ABtLITV, ". J1 

****************************************************************** 

1~~0 " S!eTIO~ 8[GlI\IS 

(UINRt 512.~ 

eASE 1.E.~GTIoI RIGHT 

u,,~ 

lJ. tit 
1.8Q 
t,5} 

." .45 

.2' .t" 

.114 

Ll!n 

1J1.lIJq 
13.8~ 
4.1' 
1.11 

.qp 

.iJl5 

.]~ 

.n 
,GlllI 

to!RM ROUGHNESS (eoUPojT".~ NILE'_ 

F'LExlaLf PAvEMENT SERVICEABILITVI 

COMRINI!D 

41,81 
13,52 
4.'" 
1._2 

,14 
.5111 
.JIi! 
,16 
.0a 

ESTIMATP'I) at 

3.11 
3.1>7 
Il.U7 
4.3" 
3.54 
3.H 
2.71 
2.I.IS 
2.Ab 

**********************************************.******************* 
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********** •••• * •••••••• *.******* ••••••••••••••• *.***.*.* ••• ** ••••• 

'.IP'lELn 1~-45 'R!18U~F. GROUT NOV n -. s!C Z., IB TNSI"'E QUN ~ 

1050 ,T SECTION 8"GIN5 III 'T FROM SURT OJ' REe 1 OF 'IL[ f-'. 
(FIL.Et II SECI 2 A!COROS. 22' 

GUNRt 1$3i~' GUNL' 540.9 

~MS "[lUleAL .CCfLt:IUHON ('T/8!e 81H AT IQI MPH. 

fUS[ LE~GT~t RIGHT l!'T CDMAIN[fl EST1101ATEn U 

,CS "S.41 4'.42 "&,45 1,ll 
1;0 11.1" 1].1 q .1.11 1 •• q 
2,O 1.65 3." 3.81 Q.SI'l 
a.l , .32 1.1.12 l.n ".51 
8,1 .5'1 .ol .'5ct 1.'& 

h.2 .l8 .11 .31 3.,a 
12~4 .14 .1 b ,15 1,71 
04~~ .04 .~! .gS ].8" 

12Q.8 .11 .1111 • ki 1 ".0R 

'4RM AOUtaHIIIFU tcnUNTS/.l MII.!" i'.1A 

'~!~I8L! PAvEMENT '!RVIC[A~lI.ITV. (I.1A 

*.* •••••••••••••••••••••••• ** •• * ••••••••••• * •••••• * •• * •• *.f, ••••• *. 

FA UlflE:LO llof-45 .. ~!'!!SU~~ QROUT NOV ." -. SEC 2f'1, Stl !Nf'lrE RU,. 2 

,IISIlI ,T ~!CTIO'" ,.!GHlS ~ " 'RnM START Oil' RfC 1" n, IfILE ~ 

GUNIoII 1J]2~q GAINL' 54".~ 

I:U .. S vE~TltAl AtCEL!RATlON C,TlS!C IQl AT 5" MPH, 

fUSE L.EHGTH IUG!;T LEH COM"INID UTPUT!D It 

.S 4].21 48.'2 4&.08 3.11 
l' , 12.89 n.'" lI,U 1.'" .. 
2;0 3.78 4.\~ 1.'" 4.50 
4,1 t. SA 1 •. " 1.01 ".1" 
8.1 ." .94 .8b 1~n 

1#);2 .49 .58 itS) 2.'~ 
12.4 .2Q .'b .32 i.'3' 
&4~~ .t! .18 .10 2.17 

129:8 .,u .a4 ,i4 2.Qt'f 

MR~ ROUGIiHEII (cnUHTS/,i MXl!" li8, t 1 

FL~WI8LE PAV!M!~T SfRVIC£A8!LITVI 3.87 

••• * •••• *.*** ••• ****.* ••••••••••••• * •••• ** •• * •• ** •••••••••• ** ••••• 



************ •• * ••• ****.****************** ••• **.** •• * •• *.****.*.*.* 
~AIRFIELn r~.45 PR! •• UA£ GROUT AP~ 78 •• SEC. lA, Ss TN8TOF RUN 

10~A ,T S~CTtON 8!GIN8 (II 'T ,q~M START OF RFC 
('IL~I 7 SEC' Z !t(CORDS. 22) 

GUNA. 1 "0l~11I 

~MS VERTICAL ACCELERATION "T/SEt SOl AT ~0 ~PHt 

RIG"" C0l'18IfIIED ESTHUT[D IT 

1.115.39 
13."2 
3. 11S 
t.51 
.07 
.31 
.13 
.94 
.al 

09,_" 
13.15 
4.11 
1. 09 
.71 .:4' .1_ 
."5 
.lIIt 

Mil ... ROUQMN!as (COUNTS/~' MIL!!" 

'~ExISLE PAvE"ENT '!~VIC!'RILITVI 

47.SPI 
tl.l~ 
1.'8 
1,,50 ._9 
.30 
.14 
.05 
.11 

14.14 

3. J 1 
3.bQ 
4.50 
".41 
3.1A 
3.e! 
1.1S 
3.f'Q 
4.111& 

, 

***.* •••••• * •• ***************** •• *****.******.* ••••••• **.***.* •••• 

FAIRFIELD I~-05 PRuaURE GROUT APR 18 •• SfC. lR, 58 yNSTOP' RUN 

100110 F' sI!CTtO~ BEGINS " n FlltM STUT Oft R!C 1" rlF flU 7 

GAINRI tAU~" GAlNLI ,0118.Q 

PMS VERTICAl. iCC!L!UflON (FT Iset ~Q' AT ~tII MPHI 

IUS[ L!NGTH UGHT LEFT COM~INED EsTl14UF:O sr 

~IJ 43.02 ]'l.flll 217.45 '.5'S 
1.0 13.22 124.41 ftA.82 1.'15 
2~0 4.el 2_.1J6 l~."S 1.~i! 
4.1 1.'1 8.'" 15.2' l.h 
8

e 

1 .'19 1.13 1.'2 2.t~ 
16:2 ."7 .8~ ."11 2._~ 
3Z.4 .27 .35 .11 l.U 
ta4~9 .l! .1_ .1_ 1.46 

1.19.8 .Ql4 .04 .04 2,8& 

"'R~ ~OU(;"'N!U (COU~T8/.l I4!LE'1 UI4.~ .. 

'LfXIALE ~A~~MENT 8E~VTCEA~tL!TVI 2.0'" 

** ••• ** ••• **.**.** ••• **.********.***********.****.****.***.*** •••• 
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P~OGRA~ V£RTAC • VERSION l.2 • ~!VI5!D ~4/~1/et 

************************************************************.***** 
'AIR,IELD IH-4! PA!aSUR! QAOUT APR 78 -- SEC. u, Sa I N51 O, AU'" l 

PIllS" s,enot.l BurNS , " "HI'" SURT 01' REt 1 OF 'llE ~ 

(FILEI S ~!'el l R!COAD8, 23' 

,UNR, ~4"~2 (UINI. , 534, t 

RMI VUTlCAL A CCIt.!R& TtI'tN ("/SlC fun AT SA MF'~I 

BASE LEt·unlo4 RIGHT L!'n CO"'FlIN!D ESTtJ04&T!O SI 

IS tn,16 U,l1 ".2~ -3, te 
t~d tl,~5 11.n u.ai! J.6~ 
I,d 4.8~ 4 •• 8 4.8' 4.4' ".\ 1.54 t .u 1.53 4.38 
8,1 .66 .n .. ' 3,77 

16,2 .n .IY .14 1.60 
:12,4 .13 .16 .15 J.71 
f.t4~ tid" .,,' .115 3.81 u.!s .~t .11 .11 4.ee 

MFU.4 AOUGH~!U CCOUNT~/~1 MIL!lI 1!S.u 
'l!Xlal.~ 'AV!~!NT I!PVre!aAILITVI 11.2,. 

*******************************************************.********** 
FA t~FI!LO tH-"5 PRU8UPF. GROUT APR 18 -. Sft. 2ft, S" !"'ITOII' RUN 2 

UIJIi1 'T srCTI0N B!IHNS 9 n ""OM STUT OF' R!t 1M OF FtLP' ,. 
IUINRI 1!141/1~l GlINU 11311,1 

R~S VERTICAL ACC£LI1UTlnN ftrT Jll£C SliU AT !Jill Jo4"~, 

BASE I..E'·Hn~ IUQHT L!"T COMBINED UT! Jo4A TED at 

~5 44.4l '7 •• Ii ~13.21 2~g! 

1:~ tl.n l~ •• t 16.4'7 1-.-4'& 
l. '4 4.1112 !!I.U 4.79 ".1" 
4.1 1.U t~'. I,?! 4.18 
8:t .88 • '!!I .18 1.4'7 

1.~i! ,4' .,0 .152 1.1115 
U.4 .20 .ll .10 iit. '7a 
u~~ .14 .1" .1 b Z."t 
t29~8 .li4 ."4 .ltU i.n 

"",H4 ROUG14NE8S (I"OllNT8/.2 MILE'I se.l~ 

'LEXIBI.E '4vEMENT 8EPvye!ARILITV, 1.1\i' 

***~************************************************************** 



APPENDIX C 

ROAD ROUGHNESS SUMMARIES PRODUCED BY THE COMPUTER PROGRAM VERTAC FOR 
COLUMBUS AND FAIRFIELD PROJECTS BEFORE AND AFTER THE 

GROUTING OPERATION 
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APPENDIX C. ROAD ROUGHNESS SUMMARIES PRODUCED BY THE COMPUTER 
PROGRAM VERTAC FOR COLUMBUS AND FAIRFIELD PROJECTS 
BEFORE AND AFTER THE GROUTING OPERATION 

DESCRIPTION OF ITEMS ON THE VERTAC PRINTOUT 

(1) Title - usually a road name, date of profilometer run, section 
number, and run number. 

(2) Length of section actually processed (in feet), 
profilometer tape format and positioning information. 

along with 

(3) GAINR, GAINL - right wheelpath and left wheelpath scale factors 
used by program to convert profile elevations to proper units. 

(4) A row of roughness indices corresponding to each RMSVA base length 
examined - normally multiples of the sampling interval (.169 ft) in 
the range .5 ft to 130 ft: 

Coli base length (feet) 

Col 2 right wheelpath RMSVA 

Col 3 left wheelpath RMSVA 

Col 4 mean RMSVA from both wheel paths 

Col 5 SI value - Eq 2 with MO replaced 
function of the mean RMSVA (Col 4) 

with a linear 

(5) MRM Roughness (counts/.2 mile) - equivalent to MO (Eq 1) with units 
of inches/mile 

(6) Flexible Pavement Serviceability - SIV 
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TABLE C.1. STUDENT'S t TEST TO FIND OUT IF THERE IS ANY SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE ON 
THE SERVICEABILITY INDEX BEFORE AND AFTER THE GROUTING OPERATION FOR 
COLUMBUS PROJECT, IH-10, E. B. INSIDE LANE 

Section Treatment Before X After X a Before a After I t I 
3.59 3.46 

A X = 3.60 X = 3.45 0.01 0.01 10.61 
3.61 3.44 

1 
3.25 3.38 

B X = 3.38 X = 3.40 0.13 0.02 0.15 
3.51 3.42 

3.71 3.62 
A X = 3.605 X = 3.62 0.105 0.0 0.14 

3.50 3.62 
2 

3.60 3.78 
B X = 3.67 X = 3.76 0.07 0.02 0.24 

3.74 3.74 

Confidence Level 90% 
A Treated 
B = No Treatment 

2.910 

:f 

I-' 
VI 
0\ 



TABLE C.2. STUDENT'S t TEST TO FIND OUT IF THERE IS ANY SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE ON 
THE SERVICEABILITY INDEX BEFORE AND AFTER THE GROUTING OPERATION FOR 
COLUMBUS PROJECT, IH-10, E. B. OUTSIDE LANE 

Section Treatment Before X After X cr Before cr After I t I 

1 

2 

3.64 
A 

3.65 

3.40 
B 

3.41 

3.52 
A 

3.50 

3.82 
B 

3.80 

Confidence Level 90% 
A = Treated 
B = No Treatment 

X = 3.645 

X = 3.405 

X = 3.51 

X = 3.81 

3.14 
X = 3.165 0.005 0.25 18.85 

3.19 

3.37 
X = 3.325 0.005 0.045 1.77 

3.28 

3.34 
X = 3.375 0.01 0.035 3.71 

3.41 

3.73 
X = 3.73 0.01 0.00 8.00 

3.73 

2.910 

f 

== 

f 

f 

I-' 
\.Jl 
-.! 



TABLE C.3. STUDENT'S t TEST TO FIND OUT IF THERE IS ANY SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE ON 
THE SERVICEABILITY INDEX BEFORE AND AFTER THE GROUTING OPERATION FOR 
FAIRFIELD PROJECT, IH-45, E. B. OUTSIDE LANE 

Section Treatment Before X After X a Before a After I t I 
3.99 3.95 

A X = 4.05 X = 3.985 0.06 0.035 0.94 
4.11 4.02 

1 
3.40 3.16 

B X = 3.315 X = 3.075 0.085 0.085 2.00 
3.23 2.99 

4.27 3.79 
A X = 4.275 X = 4.02 0.005 0.23 loll 

4.28 4.25 
2 

3.75 3.17 
B X = 3.81 X = 3.415 0.06 0.245 1. 57 

3.87 3.66 

Confidence Level 90% 
A Treated 
B No Treatment 

2.910 

I-' 
\J1 
C1:J 



TABLE C.4. STUDENT'S t TEST TO FIND OUT IF THERE IS ANY SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE ON 
THE SERVICEABILITY INDEX BEFORE AND AFTER THE GROUTING OPERATION FOR 
FAIRFIELD PROJECT, IH-45 , S. B. INSIDE LANE 

Section Treatment Before X After X (J Before (J After I t I 
4.00 3.94 

A X = 4.00 X = 3.93 0.00 0.01 7.0 
4.00 2.92 

1 
3.20 2.62 

B X = 3.205 X = 2.87 0.005 0.25 1.34 
3.21 3.12 

4.31 4.24 
A X = 4.345 X = 4.23 0.035 0.01 3.16 

4.38 4.22 
2 

3.92 2.00 
B X = 3.895 X = 2.91 0.025 0.91 1.08 

3.87 3.82 

Confidence Level 90% 
A Treated 
B No Treatment 

2.910 

:/: 

:/: 

f-' 
lJl 
\.D 
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TABLE C.5. SERVICEABILITY INDEX OBTAINED BEFORE AND AFTER THE 
GROUTING OPERATION USING VERTAC COMPUTER PROGRMf 
FOR THE DATA COLLECTED AT COLUMBUS PROJECT, IH-10, 
E. B. OUTSIDE LANE 

Before After 
Section Treatment (Dec 77) (Mar 78) 

A 81 = 3.645 SI = 3.165 
1 

B SI = 3.405 SI = 3.325 

A 51 = 3.51 SI = 3.375 
2 

B SI = 3.81 SI 3.73 

A Treated 
B No Treatment 
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TABLE C.6. SERVICEABILITY INDEX OBTAINED BEFORE AND AFTER THE 
GROUTING OPERATION USING VERTAC COMPUTER PROGRAM 
FOR THE DATA COLLECTED AT COLUMBUS PROJECT, IH-lO, 
E. B. INSIDE LANE 

Before After 
Section Treatment (Dec 77) (Mar 78) 

A SI = 3.605 SI .. 3.62 
1 

B SI 3.38 SI 3.40 

A SI 3.605 SI 3.62 
2 

B SI 3.67 81 = 3.76 

A = Treateu 
B = No Treatment 
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TABLE C.7. SERVICEABILITY INDEX ,OBTAINED BEFORE AND AFTER THE 
GROUTING OPERATION USING VERTAC COMPUTER PROGRM1 
FOR THE DATA COLLECTED AT FAIRFIELD PROJECT, IH-45, 
S. B. OUTSIDE LANE 

Before After 
Section Treatment (Nov 77) (April 78) 

A SI = 4.05 S1 = 3.985 
1 

B SI = 3.315 SI = 3.075 

A SI = 4.275 SI = 4.02 
2 

B SI = 3.81 SI = 3.415 

A = Treated 
B No Treatment 
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TABLE C.8. SERVICEABILITY INDEX OBTAINED BEFORE AND AFTER THE 
GROUTING OPERATION USING VERTAC COMPUTER PROGRAM 
FOR THE DATA COLLECTED AT FAIRFIELD PROJECT, IH-45, 
S. B. INSIDE LANE 

Before After 
Section Treatment (Nov 77) (April 78) 

A SI = 4.00 SI = 3.93 
1 

B SI = 3.205 SI = 2.87 

A SI = 4.345 SI = 4.23 
2 

B SI = 3.895 SI = 2.91 

A = Treatment 
B = No Treatment 
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